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REPORT ON SALTON SEA
BY CARNEGIE LABORATORY.
Tucson, Mar. 1. The exploration
party, headed by Dr. Donald B.
director of the Carnegie desert laboratory at Tucson, returned
yesterday after an extended survey of
the Salton sea. The area is estimated
at 700 square miles. Although the inflow from tl:o Colorado ilvcr has been
stopped, the level Is maintained by
seepage from the New and Alamo
rivers. Dr. McDougal predicts that
this level will not fall fifty inches this
week.
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REPORT
'in. Journal's youngest hopeful had
just returned from Sunday school.
"What, did you learn, sonny?"
"Father, I cannot tell a lie I always write them I learned that the
legislature is hell at least that's
what our city editor said, reporting it
the last time he was home, sir. The
members of the lower house are all

demons and Imps and one man called
Hursum is the really old devil himself, sir. Oh, father, I am so nervous I could almost have one of those
awful typewriter spasms. And there
are seven good men and true, father,
who got in that awful place by mistake, father honest, they did they
know it themselves now and they
all say It's hell, too, only Ruppe, who
says it Is a good deal worse than that,
father. He says he knows he'll never
have to suffer in the next world like
he has the last month, and that no
word of four letters can express what
it feels like to be perched on the
sharp edge of a fence, and never
know which side to jump on, father,
and consequently have to stay there
60 days and 60 nights until you get
all blistered and frazzled out, father.
He suys if It wasn't for one thing he'd
go home and put himself out of misery with some of that medicine he has
been selling to the county prisoners
and that one thing is that he occasionally gets to make a speech that
helps a lot, father. He says the doctors claim that doing what you enjoy
most Is lots better for you than medicine, and consequently
on the tloor of the house Is more
to be desired than the drug business.
Sometimes along about 4 a. m., when
he gets real disgusted and lonely nnd
tired and worried trying to hold the
minority in line, he doses off to sleep
and dreams of his 'reform' campaign
last November only it isn't a dream
now, it's a nightmare
and he alv.ays
wakes up with someone shouting:
'What's the matter with Ruppe?'
and wanders all day what in the Dickens the answer Is.
"I learned, dear father, that telling
lies is not wrong. I am so glad, father, for your sake. After a while you
tan take them back, and then tell
some more, and then take them back
and then tell some more, Just like you
did. you know, about Mr. Holt, father
"I learned, father, that Superintendent Stroup does not have control
of the printing of the International
Sunday School Lesson Leaflets, and
that we cannot get the Job, fainer."
"Repeat the Golden Text, sonny."
"I don't want to, father."
"Why not, sonny?"
"It might not listen good to you,

father."

"Come, let us hear It, my son.
Have yuu forgotten it so soon?'
"oh, no. This is It, father 'Blessed
are ye when men shall revile you and
persecute you, and say all manner of
"
evil against you, falsely
"That will do, sonny!"
GOVERNOR HUGHES
AT CORNELL DINNER.
1.
New
York, Mar.
Governor
Hughes will be the guest of honor ut
twenty-seventh
annual dinner of
the
the Cornell university alumni In the
Waldorf Astoria tonight.
President
Jacob Gould Sherman will introduce
this distinguished guest, who served
u der him as a law school professor
for several years.
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This Witness Shows He Knows Vice President land Speaker Sign
His Business and Jerome Canthe New Mexico Bills Which
not Faze Him.
Go to President.

Santa Fe, N. M., Mar. 1. The
house met at 2:30 o'clock yesterday
afternoon and worked until 6 o'clock;
then held a night session at 8 o'clock.
The principal feature of yesterday's
session was the passage by the house
of house bill No. 40, Introduced by
Mr. Beach and having for its objoct
the abolishment of the organization
known as the mounted police. The
bill was amended by Mr. Abbott, of
Santa Fe, so that section 2, which
provides that the governor shall offer a standing reward of $100 for tho
arrest and conviction of criminals
and section 3, which provides for a
special levy to create the reward
fund, were stricken out; leaving the
bill in eilact only to ilbolish the.
mounted police. Mr. Ruppe demanded a roll call upon a motion to adopt
the report of the committee and this
The
precipitated a warm debate.
voto upon the adoption of the report
was 13 ayes, 10 nays. Those opposing the adoption of the report were
Abbott of Colfax, Dennlston, Hudspeth, Martin, Mulllns, Ruppe, Stud- ley, Trujlllo and Walters.
Another Bill to Protect.
Mr. Holt explained that there was
another bill being prepared which
would give the stockralsers of the territory ample protection from rustlers
expense of
without the enormous
maintaining the mounted police force.
Studley replied that the stockmen
of his district favored the mounted
police and until the new bill had been
enacted into a law he could not vote
for the abolishment of the present
force. Mr. Beach then moved that
the bill pass. Abbott of Colfax county spoke upon the bill and termed
himself "a representative of the cattle and sheep interests of New Mexico.' Mr. Holt asked him if a member of the mounted police force had
ever been seen in Colfax county. He
replied that the mounted police had
visited the county. Beach said ha
made the abolishment of this department a campaign Issue and that he
knew the sentiment of his constitute
ents were for the doing away with
this department.
Warm Debate.
Beach said: "If we want to burn
the peoples money, let us build a
bonfire and do it right." He stated
that in a committee meeting Mr.
Springer of Colfax county had said
that a member of the mounted police
force had never been seen in Colfax
county since the force was organized.
Reach said you cannot find a mem
ber of this force anywhere but in
Santa Fe county and then principally
in the bar rooms.
Hudspeth replied that he favored
the retaining of the mounted police
and charged that there were ulterior
motives on the part of the opposition
in seeking to abolish this force.
Mr. Ruppe also made a speech.
which consisted principally in a de
nial of the assertion of Beach that
the members of the mountel police
force spent their time in the bar
rooms of Santa Fe.
Holt is Heard.
Mr. Holt, the acknowledged leader
of the house majority, and the most
forceful speaker in that branch of
the assembly, then took the floor and
made a strong appeal for the abolishment of the mounted police depart
ment. "It seems to me,
he Bald,
"that an undue amount of excitement
has arisen over this bill. On behalf
of myself and the members of this
body I desire first of all to refute the
assertion that we are actuated by any
false or unseemly motives in the passage of this measure."
He then
stated that he considered the fact
that certain members opposed the doing away of this unnecessary force
as one of the strongest arguments
that the people of New Mexico were
not entitled to statehood.
He said
that if we could not elect sheriffs and
capable
enforcing
constables
of
the
laws without maintaining the costly
mounted police force then It could
not be hoped to elect the right kind
of a governor and other officers. That
the maintenance of this force was a
standing reflection upon the peace
officers of New Mexico. "The figures
ne continued,
down stairs,
"will
show that the live stock Interests of
the territory pay only about 10 per
cent of the total taxes. Shall the people be taxed to raise $20,000 annually to protect these Interests?
Shall
we maintain a force
of policemen
consisting of three or four officers
and eight privates, three of whom
I am reliably Informed spend mist
of their time In the capital when
there are counties In which it is stated
bands of organized thieves and cattle rustlers live ytar In and year out?
What protection do the cattle Interests get from this force? I believi
the sheriffs are capable of enforcing
our laws. However, I am very much
In favor of protecting the cattle Interests, but I do not believe it repolice
quires the present mounted
force.
When the force was first organized (13,000 was appropriated IJ
pay th expenses thereof. I understand that members of that forcevlll
appear before the committee on finance with a dellciency of from $5,000
to $7,000.
Gentlemen, it will co-i- t
$21,000 to mantain this force of men.
It Is urged that the mounted police
has a deterrent effect on criminals.
Shall the people be so heavily taxe 1
to maintain a scarecrow?
The la
specifically states that the captain if
the mounted police shall maintain his
headquarters in the wildest and most
exposed portion of the territory. Is
the capitol at Santa Fe the wildest
and most exposed portion of New
Mexico? Are the live slock Interest
and the people protected when th.
chief of that foue, surrounded by
two of his men, sits down here In his
office? I want to say that the live
stock Interests are working with
members of this house In drafting a
bill which will give them ample proex- tection without this enormous
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New Mexico Mine Company Is Mounted Police Bill Called Out
Some Warm Work For
Z. Prosecuted For Defraud
and Against It.
Use of the Malls.
Ameetlng of the
Omaha. Mar. 1.
stockmen of Nebraska, Wyoming and
Colorado has been called for Chey
enne. March 7, with representatives
of the Union Pacific, to agree upon a
train sneed schedule, by which the
peed of trains will be increased by
the shippers paying Increased transportation charges. Heavy losses often occur because of delay and the
stockmen are willing to pay Increased
rates If the railroads will make better
speed. Hundreds of stockmen will be
at the meeting.
PLEADS GUILTY' AND GETS
FIVK YEA KS, THE MINIMUM
Waco, Texas. Mar. l. frank M
Mabry, a well known banker of
Texas, entered a plea of gulltv. vesterdav. to the charge of em
of
bezzlement and misappropriation
funds of the National bank, and was
sentenced to five years In the Leaven
the minimum
worth penltentiury,
penalty.
BULLION SPANISH MINES
PROSECUTED FOR FRAUD
Denver, Mar. 1. The hearing In
the charges of using the malls to defraud, filed against C. L. Blackman,
fiscal agent, and Arthur Levan, trustee of the Lost Bullion Spanish Mines
company, whose property Is located
near Silver City, N. M., was continued
by United States Commissioner Hinsdale until March 19, at the request of
the attorneys for the defendants.
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For Thaw and He Is Bending In Congress After Havlna
His Energies in That
Been Largely Emasculated
Direction, but He
by Amendments.

Arrange Schedule For To Reduction of Useless Ex
penses After Great ProtesSpeedy Stock Transportatations of Economy.
tion to the Markets.
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pense. I am sorry that I have not
been taken into their confidence
enough to be able to state to the gentleman from Lincoln the contents of
the proposed bill.
"In justice to all, I will state that
some two or three members of the
mounted police force are now and
have always been in the outlying portions of this territory,
and have
brought and rre bringing criminals
to Justice.
,'iowever, the expense is
too great foi the small good done by
these members and faithful officers,
who are so much In the minority."
thj
Mr. Mulllns spoke favoring
maintaining of the force.
to
Mr.
of
Beach
The motion
pais
the bill was then put and the bill
passed, the vote being 13 ayes and 10
nays, the same members opposing the
bill as above stated on the motion to
adopt the report of the committee.
Otero and Prtchuril.
Following the passage of this bill
by the house, upon motion of Mr.
Holt, that branch of the assemb'y
recess in honor
took a fifteen-minuMiof the presence of
guel A. Otero and his former attorney general, G. W. Prlchard.
They
were given an eiithusiusllo though
Informal reception by the hou.'e
members.
New Bills Introduced.
The following bills were ltnroduced
In the house yesterday:
House bill No. 137, by Mr. Galle-go- s,
an act to repeal chapter 8 of the
laws of 1900, relative to boarding of
prisoners, and for other purposes.
Referred to the committee on penitentiary.
House bill No. 138, an act to defino
the power of school superintendents
In certain cases.
to the
Referred
committee on education.
House bill No. 139, an act relative
to panwbrokers.
Referred to the
committee on Judiciary.
House bill No. 140, by Mr. Bier-bauan act relative to poll tax. Referred to the committee on educate

n,

tion.

House bill No. 141, by Mr. Mlera,
an act to amend section i of chapter
102, laws of lu5, relative to equalito the
Referred
zation of taxes.
committee on Judiciary.
House bill No. 142, by the finance
committee, an act providing for aph
and
propriations for the
sixtieth fiscal years, and for other
purposes. This lb the general appropriation bill, and contains the necessary appropriations for conducting
territorial olllces and Institutions
The bill was
for the next two years.
not read In full and its contents aro
y
not known. It was referred
Speaker Baca to the finance committee.
House bill No. 143, by Mr. Mlrabal,
an act relative to licenses of peddU-TS- .
Referred to committee on corporations.
House bill No. 144, by Abbott of
Santa Fe. an act to provide funds for
disabled firemen and their wives and
orphans and for other purposes. Referred to the committee on territorial affairs.
House bill No. 145, by Mr. Beach,
an act to provide for indeterminate
sentences of persons convicted
of
leiumcs, uiiu ucuumik lob uuues ui
penitentiary
board
of
commisthe
sioners and prison officers and for
other purposes. Referred to the committee on penitentiary.
House bill No. 14 7, by Mr. Ruppe,
an act giving to cities and town pow
er to inspect, meais aim mutt, inferred to committee on territorial affairs.
House bill No. 14 8, by Sanches of
San Miguel, to repeal section 1, chapter 115, laws of 1905, relative to the
issue of liquor licenses. Referred to
the committee on judiciary.
House bill No. 14 9, by Mr. Abbott
n act to provide for
of Santa Fe.
sidewalks on the east and south sides
of the capitol grounds. Referred to
the committee on capitol.
House bill No. 38, introduced by
Mr. Mirabal. an act to abolish the department of mounted police, was
to the committee on finance,
lilll, W liiiii lnscd.
The following bills passed the
house yesterday:
Substitute fur house bill No. 65, an
act relative to fees in certain cases.
Substitute bill passed and the original
was tabled indefinitely.
House bill No. fe5, amended, an act
for the punishment of blackmail and
for oilier purposes. Passed the house.
House bill No. 10S, an ait for an
addition to the capitol building at
fifty-nint-

--

(Continued on Pago Five.)

RAILROADS WILL FIGHT NATURE SEEMS IN ANGRY
TWO CENT A MILE

MOOD

III MANY
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blUN AT BUTTE,
Butte, Mont., Mar.
Tho

MAIL CARRIERS

PLACES

STATEJRATES

New Tork, Mar. 1. District Attorney Jerome's intention to apply
for a commission of lunacy to examine Thaw, seemed to be definitely established today during the continuance of his cross examination of Dr.
U. D. Evans, principal medical expert
for the defense.
Dr. Evans stated he believed Thaw
to have been suffering from adoles
cent Insanity in 1903 and at the time
of tils marriage, April 4, 1905, and
that when he killed While, June 25,
1906, he was a victim of an acute
and recurrent attack ot the same
malady.
Dr. Evans was more definite in his
answers today and made the foregoing statements with posltlveness. In
addition to "explosions,"
he said,
there were Indications of mental instability at other times.
Jerome during the examination
constantly referred to the subject of
paranoa but was unable to secure
from the witness any admission that
would tend to show that Thaw was
paranoeio.
By this line of questioning It seems
probable that the prosecution will attempt to show that instead of being
afflicted with Insanity of adeloescence
Thaw is actually paranoelc. Evans
would not classify adolescent insanity
as chronlo in Thaw's case, and said
he had known cases of t.XIs form of
mental unsoundness to cleur up over
night.
Paranoea is chronlo mental Insta
blllty or unsoundness, hereultary or
acquired. Ed.
MONT.

mall
i.
carriers ot this city quit work in a

body this afternoon as the request
wnicn they made for increased pay
met witn a point blank refusal
Washington.
Two weeks ago they
tendered their resignation to Post
master Irwin stating they would quit
work today unless the government
saw fit to raise their pay, being un
able to live on the present wages.
The salaries for carriers in this city
LAKE REGION COVERED
Is from $400 to 1900, the latter figure being the maximum obtainable
WITH RAIN AND SLEET after a number
of years service. The
carriers in this petition to Washing
ton stated that the cost of living in
Flushing, Holland, Mar. 1. The Hutte was higher than in any other
Dutch mail steamer Koenlngen
city or town in the United States and
from Kngland, went ashore that the cost was increasing instead
this morning in a thick fog on the of diminishing.
dyke eastward of the entrance of the
harbor. Vhe passengers and the mall IIARRIMAX TAKES CONwere landed, and it is hoped to float
TROL OF NEW LINK
the vessel at high water. She had 90
passengers.
Kansas City, Mo., Mar. 1. The
Union Pacific today took over .ne
&
Kansas City, Oklahoma
Gulf
Town Wiped Out by Tornado.
Its transfer to the Mlsso'irl
Little Rock, Ark., Mar. 1. A spe- through
River & Gulf, a subsldary line. The
cial from Hope, Ark., says that a de- change
Is equivalent to a consollda
structive tornado struck the town of
tlon.
It Is a projected line designed
Washington late last night and almost totally wiped it out of existence. to extend from the Kansas state line
and
Two negroes are reported as killed due south, through Oklahoma
and several persons as injured. Among Indian Territory to Houston. ConIs
be
to
made with the Union
the buildings destroyed
were the nection
Presbyterian and Episcopal churches. Pacific at Kansas City, Kans., and
reach Denlson, Texas, by a route 420
All wires are down.
miles long. There Is to be a Junction with the Harrlman Texas sysRain and Sleet Storm.
Des Moines, Mar. 1. Mar. 1. A tem and a branch to Shreveport.
terrific down-poof rain, caused by La.
a fall of SO degrees in temperature,
which . changed into a driving sleet,
covered Des Moines with a carpet of
UP TO THE CITY
Ice today. Street car traffic) was tied ITS
up during the early hours and telegraph and telephone wires are down.
Railroads are behind their schedules
TO PROVIDE ARM-ORYJI- TE
due to the storm.

In tho Meantlrsd the Roads Dutch Mall ' Steamer Goes
Goon Killing People
Ashore But No Lives Lost.
Just the Same.
Town Wiped Out.
AS THEY HAVE BEEN
DOING FOR SOME TIME
Chicago, March 1. The western
railroads have determined to fight In
the courts all of the state laws making two cents a mile the maximum
passenger rate.
The attorneys of
several of the largest roads held a
conference yesterday.
The plan favored is to ask the courts to restrain
the enforcement of the law on the
ground that the arts If complied with
would cause heavy loss.

THREE WERE KILLKD

AND

FORTY SERIOUSLY HURT.
Los Angeles March 1. A special
from Las Vegas, .Nev., says that in a
wreck of a construction train on the
Salt Lake railroad near Lelth, Nev.,
yesterday, one was killed Instantly,
two were so seriously hurt that they
died later, and about forty were seriously Injured.
The accident occurred near a big
An engine pushing twj
washout.
fiat cars on which were construction
crews collided with a string of cars
loaded with construction material. A
box car shot up In the air and descended on the Hat cars. injurl lg
nearly every mun on board.
The
dead and nearly all the Injured are
Greeks.
PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD APPOINTS FORESTER.
Philadelphia,
!'., Mar. 1. The
first forester to l appointed by an
American railroad took up his duties
today. He Is K. A. Sterling, formerly
assistant forester in the department
of agriculture at Washington and has
been appointed I1.' the Pennsylvania
railroad to look after the millions
of trees already p anted by the company and superntend the planting
of millions more. Mt. Sterling will
Immediately start the planting of s.x
acres, near
hundred and cigMy-on- e
Altoona, with chestnut and red oak
seedlings. The raii"oads in this country are each yeai using about one
hundred and ten million cross-tljand of these the ?ennsylvaiila alone
uses about five million tlve hundred
thousand. The d nand has been so
great that forests lve been denuded
and the price of Iji has now reached
before, 70 cents
a price never kri"-each.
The I'eM lylvania railroad
e
to plant trees
will now
systematically to iirnlsh a cross-ti- e
supply for future 'ears.
s,

IS- -

PARCELS POST

TA1U.1.S1H.'') FOR ECUADOR.
Washington, D. 0., Mar. 1. Pack- ages per parcel p t will be received
from today for K ud or at the follow-- :
Ing rates, postagj to be prepaid in
full: In the Unu .1 States on pack- -

Wll-helmi-

ur

Oil Tank Burn With Content.
Pittsburg. Pa., Mar. 1. A fire at
the plant of the Canlleld Refining Co.,
at Ceraopolls, to day, for a time
threatened the destruction of the entire works. Including fifteen
large
tanks containing oil and benzine.
Prompt work, however, confined the
flames to one tank, which with Its
contents, was entirely consumed.

"ORANGE DAY" FOR THE
WEST, MAKl.1 FIRST.
Lob Angeles,
Cat., Mar. 1. The
movement for making the fljst day
of March "Orange Day," which was
started by the Riverside chamber of
commerce, Is meeting with success
for In a large number of cities and
towns in tho western states the suggestion that everyone should eat an
orange today. In memory of their
brother men who are producing the
fruit In California, has been adopted,
in their appeal for the celebration
of the day the producers called attention to the virtues of the orang.,
its fragrance, dellclousness, and of
course, its health-givin- g
properties.
The producers figure that if about
people
of
half the
the United States
observe the day there would be near
ly 60,000,000 oranges eaten or practically 1,000 cars; or In other words
five per cent of tho entire crop output. In the event of only half the
people carrying out the suggestion
600 cars would be consumed, but the
orange men cannot see why a goodly
number of patriotic people will not
eat five oranges today Instead of one.

ages for Ecuador, t cents for eacn
pound or fractlo: of a pound; in
Ecuador on pant i for the United
States 60 mileslm s t an Ecuadorian
condor, gold, for j'ii pound or
post for LARGE COM PAN V
tlun of a pound.
TO DEVELOP MEXICO.
Ecuador will be made up at New
Mexico City, Mex., Mar. 1. OperaYork and San Fi illClsCO.
tions have been started by the Nortn
American Industrial company In tho
IRISH POTATO i:0P
recently purchased lor lumFA 1 1.1" RE. dimrlct
A COM
ber and turpentine purposes. The
crop
t'he potato
compajiy bought J 50,000 acres of
Dublin, Mar.
in the south and ivit Is a complete long leaf yellow pine land In
today and are negotiating for
failure. Acting :i resolutions from
public bodies all oer the country a further tract of land In the finest
the local goverm: !t board today mine section of the country. The diannounced that ivtu quantities if rectors of the company are C. M.
seed potatoes won' M U Imported and Wellford and Thomas Ollgan of Mexthrm. iibut the country. ico City; A. W. Staitl, of Texarkairi;
distributed
The distress in !. Any and Mayo Is John Todd, of Houston, Texas; M.
acute as the potat In these counties Davis, of Proctor, Ala., and II. Hyde,
of Houston.
is the staple cruj
frac-Parce- ls

1

Jall-Bco-

Congress Approves 36th Legislative Bill For Issuance
of Army Bonds.

Washington. .Mar. 1. Ten minutes
before the hour of S o'clock was
reached, at which time the final vote
was to be taken upon the shin sub
sidy bill, the republicans under lead
ers Llttauer and Payne began to
in order to prevent Fordney
offering a substitute bill, based on a
tonnage subsidy. The filibuster waa
successful and the vote on the passage of the bill will be taken.
fill-bus-

Orient Linen Cut From Bill.
Washington, Mar. 1. Route No. t
the ship subsidy bill, providing for
fast mall service from the Pacific
coast to Hawaii, Japan, China and the
Philippine islands, was stricken from
the bill as was the Puget Sound line
to Japan, China and the Philippines.
In

Two Other Lines Cut Out.
Washington, Mar. 1. The Pacific
coast via Hawaii and Snmoan island
to Australia and a line from the gulf
ports to the Isthmus of Panama were
stricken out ot the ship subsidy bill.
Tho Whole-- Bill Is Iost.
Washington,
Mar. 1. The ship
subsidy bill was defeated on a final
roll call ayes 164; Nays 111.
Pause on Reconsideration.
Washington, Mar. 1. 4:65 p. m.
The vote on the Llttauer ship subsidy bill was reconsidered and the
bill passed by Ui to 150.
,
--

-

u

Appointed Second Lieutenant.
Washington, March 1. The appointment of B. O. Mahaffey, of
Texas, as second lieutenant In Ihe
army, Is provided for In a bill
by the house last night.
He was
dismissed from the military academy
for insubordination in 1901; but, according to the committee representation accompanying the bill, il
career has been especially
worthy.
pa-s-e- d

sou--sequ- ent

AKlstiMit Attorney General.
Omaha, Neb., March i. Sylvester
It. ltush. of Omaha, assistant United
States attorney for Nebraska, today
received an appointment as assistant
attorney general under Moody, ltush
will have charge of all prosecutions
of public land frauds throughout thn
United States.

Of New Mexico Interest.
Special to The Evening Citizen.
Washington, D. C. March 1. The
house today received a communication from the secretary of the interior, relating to public lands In townships near the New Mexico principal
meridian.
The Andrews bill, granting land to
Anna Johnson, of Lincoln county,
passed the Benate and house today.
The Andrews bills for validating
bonds for territorial institutions and
armories have been signed by Vice
President Fairbanks and Speaker
Cannon;
They have gone to the
president.
STEVE ADAMS SECURES

SUCCESS ON ALIBI.
Wallace, March 1. The sharpest
fight that has yet occurred In the
long trial of Steve Adams for the
murder of Fred Tyler ended today In
a victory for the defense, when Judge
Wood announced he would overrule
the petition of the state tor permission to recall Mrs. Arthur Phillips,
and reopen the case for prosecution.
The testimony to be given by Mrs.
Phillips was regarded as vital to the
state, it having been discovered that
the date she heard the shots that
killed Tyler was Sunday, Aug. 7, not
Wednesday, Aug. 10, as assumed all
along by the state.
The defense, it
is conceded, has established a strong
alibi for Adams on August 10, but
left unguarded the morning of Au
gust 7, on which date Mrs. Phillips
now claims the shooting occurred.

PACIFIC STEAM Fit COHONA
ASIIOHE l IIU.MISOLOT HAY.
1.
San Francisco,
The
March
merchants' exchange received a message from Eureka to the effect that
In an Interview with Col. John the steamer Corona, which left hare
Ilorradalle, member of the armory yesterday, Is ashore at the entran.-- e
board of control, who was commis- of Humboldt
bay.
She
carri d
sioned by former Governor Otero, tho ninety-liv- e
passengers from here.
Evening Citizen is Informed that I'.M
house bill to validate the acts of the HKi Slitlki; IS NOW
New Mexico legislature at Its sessio.t
ON AT III 1TI'. MONTANA
four years ago, which provided for
Butte, Mar. 1. It is estimated that
an appropriation of $15,000 for tin 3,700 people are out of employment
erection of armories at Albuquerque In liutte t'tUay. As was expected the
and Las Vegas, has been approved by first of March saw the strike of the
In
the United States senate without various unions spread rapidly.
amendment, and that all that remains many cases men quit and others were
for active work on the buildings l) locked out. The liutte Workingmen's
begin Is prompt action on the part union, embracing almost all sorts of
unskilled labor, is expected to Join
of citizens In the two cities.
the strike tonight. The municipality
Each of the two cities will relieve Is
affected and street work has ceased.
$7,500 with which to build an armory. This amount Is provided for th.j The strikes were Inaugurated for Inpay. The federal postal car
creased
actual cost ot the buildings alone.
riers failed to resign today as waa
The sites are to be furnished by the feared,
as
the bill passed recently In
cities, and Col. borradalle hopes to b congress gives
relief.
able In a short time to announce Jus'
where the armory for this city will IEATH'S lAII.Y SHEA F
stand.
OF HUMAN LIFE
Las Vegas already has selected Its
Chicago, Mar. 1. Wllhelm Kapp,
site and the city has made the pur- editor in chief of the Illinois Stoats
chase.
Luildlng In that city, it la Zletung, S; Id to be the oldest German
said, will commence as soon as th. editor In the 1'nlted States, died to- territorial treasurer can Issue Hi? lay from the effects of a street car
bonds.
This will be done at as eurly incident sustained four weeks ago.
a dale as Is possible, and immediately lie was "! years old.
following such action the armory
Miiiiii Puntl Away.
board will meet and take some acNew York, Mar. 1. Orson I. Munn
tion In selecting a site for the buill-ln- g
head
of
Munn ami company, pubin this city.
lishers of the Scientific American,
As Is generally known, the armornight.
died last
ies will be the homes and headquarters for the national guard, but ucli FATAL TICOM.EY ACCIDENT
buildings always are used for convenON I KIM ll SIIIFET LINE
tion halls also.
For this reason. Col.
M.ir. 1. A trolley
Ilorradalle is very anxious that the carSinon Francisco.
the ILilnht street line ran
site chosen in this cily shall be one aw.iy this morning
on
steep hill and
centrally located, thai Its use as a crashed lr.to another acar,
fatally Inplace for public gatherings of ui:y na- juring the motorinan besides
injuring
may
ture
be all the more convenient. a number of passenger.

ALBUQUERQUE

PW.T. TWO.
rnce such things S Held sports and
the brooding of prize dogs which are
of grrst Interest to the Duchess of
"
Newcastle. The duchess Is nearly
wsskly ky
ruMUksl Bally
connected with one of the most
Tke Citizen Publishing Company sporting families In the United Kingdom, namely.
the WeMcnras, of
Saltans' a rwtaffla for tranamlaalMi thmca the county
Monaghnn, Ireland.
Iter
SkaUa M netnd
mfttta.
Westenra,
mother. Mrs. Kathleen
third rUhHter of the third Lord
Uossmore. and sister of the Into and
thirty-si- x
present
Peers, married
years sgo Major Henry Candy, of the
ninth lancers, well known as a. keen
rider to hounds, so that the duchess
gets her lovo of sport from both
OFFICIAL PAPER FOR
of her house. The duke Is one
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE sides
of the wealthiest men In England Killed
and beside property In London hs
owns vast coal fields In Durham and
Cumberland.

THE EVENING CITIZEH

WRECK VICTIM JAMESTOWN
NEW

GREAT INCREASE
--

DISCRIMINATION SUITS
ARE UP FOR HEARING.
Baltimore, Md , March 1. The actions at the suit of the Pitcalrn Coal
company, of West Virginia, against
the Baltimore & Ohio and the Penn
sylvania railroad to compel the roads
to give it and other Independent shippers on the Monongahela section the
allotment of cars they ask for, came
up for hearing In the United States
circuit court today. The plaintiffs al
lege that the railroads discriminated
in favor of the Fairmont Coal company, the Consolidated Coal comWar
Merchant Fleets and
pany, the Davis Coke & Coal company, and the Maryland Coke & Coal
Enormously
Navies Alike
company. The defendants In their
answer state that their methods if
Multiplied In 1906.
distributing cars was fair. When the
Fairmont company was formed It
bought about ninety per cent of the
mines in West Virginia, therefore It
LARGEST PASSENGER
controlled ninety per cent of the output and was entitled to ninety p'ef
of the cars. New mines were
ENG1 EVER MADE cent
opened, until now It controls only
sixty per cent of the output and gets
only sixty per cent of the cars. EviGulf Oil Corporation Formed on dence Is being given.

IN

SHIPS OF

NATIONS

Large Scale to Develop Oil
Resources of the South.
Washington.

last year

Mar.

1.

During

the

1,836 merchant vessels were

added tr the world's commercial
fleets and 119 warships to its fightIn commerce the ading strength.
ditions were: Austria 25, Belgium 6,
British Colonies 57. China 4, Denmark 18, France 48, Germany 103,
Oreece 10, Holland 89. Italy 30, Japan
107, Norway 69. Sweeden 23. Portugal 1, Russia 5, Spain 8. United States
886 and oth?r
242, Great Britain
countries 3. The total tonnage of
this merchant service was 2,919,763,
Englands contribution being 1,8 28,-3tons; Germany's 318,230, and thPt
of the United States 441,087 tons.
For purposes of defense Austria built
10 warships, China 1, France 8. Germany 25, Holland 7, Italy 21, Japan
26, Norway 1, Portugal 13, Spain 1,
Great Britain 23 and the United
States 6, Including one for Haytl.
The total displacement was 362,972
tons, of which England claimed
Russia 82,204, Germany 62.678,
Japan 41,277 and the United States
45,443 tons. England's launching in
tonnage and number surpasses all
earlier records.
85,-70- 0,

LARGEST PASSENGER
LOCOMOTIVE BEING TESTED.
Pituburg. Pa., Mar. 1. The largest passenger engine In the world has
Just been completed at the Pittsburg
plant of the Amelrcan Locomotive
company. It Is of the Pacific type
and will be tested on the Pennsylvania lines west. If It comes up to
anticipation a number of others of
the same type will be built. This engine has six drivers, each 80 Inches
In diameter. The weight on drivers
Is 170,000 pounds, while the entire
engine will weigh about 240,000
pounds. There are other engines that
weigh as much as this one. but none
has been built of that weight with
the high drivers. Speed Is the one
thing sought, and if the engine proves
the success expected, It Is to be placed In regular runs of the Pennsylvania Special and other "flyers."

1

n--

LARGE METAL COMPANY CHANGES HANDS.
Chicago, March 1. The National
Lead company has taken over control
of the Mangus Metal company, a
leading
producer
of composition
metal In this country. The Mangus
company has plants In Chicago, St.
Louis, Topeka, Jersey City, Newark
and New Haven. It Is capitalized at
$1,500,000 eight per cent preferred
stock, and $1,500,000 common stock,
on which It pays dividends of ten
per cent. It i.iJ also a large .surplu
In pl i.it onstruc-tlolargely rein ;i-..-

BOY
Stealing
With $75 In .His

Ride Of the

PLAN

LODGE

HOUS E
Cost Between $50,000
and $75,000 Money
in Bank.
--

El Paso, March 1. One of the fin
est fraternal buildings in the south
west Is to be erected this present year
In El Paso.
The structure Is to be
put up by the Order of Eagles, one
of the most popular secret organizations in El Paso, and Is to cost between $50,000 and $75,000.
Perhaps
far more If present pending arrangements can be carried out.
Part of
the money is already assured fnm
the El Paso aerie, the national body
and capitalists who are friendly to
the order.
At Wednesday night's meeting of
the Eagles It was decided to pUoh
forward the enterprise as rapidly as
possible.
There were nearly 100
members present who manifested the
greatest enthusiasm.
Not only that,
but many who have means promised
to subscribe liberally to the projected
venture which will be duly organized
as a corporate body.
A committee was appointed at the
meeting Wednesday night to visit all
the real estate offices and find the
most desirable locations and ascertain the price asked for the same.
A report will then be submitted for
the definite action of the lodge.
The money is now in the bank to
pay for the lots decided upon, which
must be in a central part of the
city.

n.

one-inc-

Lake Erie Railroad
the
company yesterday, it was decided
to Increase the capital stock from
S10.000.U00 to J30.000. 000. The line
is controlled by the New York Central and the additional capital will
be expended in ire construction of
an extension fvvu Youngstown to
Cleveland.
SALVATION'

ARMY

IM-

over four hundred delegates at the
state conference of the Prohibition
J.
Party, which opened yesterday.
H. Burke, of Rochester,
the state
chairman,
is presiding.
P. Frank
Bennett, of this city in the course
of un address, said the ranks of the
prohibitionists were dully receiving
recruits and predicted a great sue
cess for the cause in the near fu
ture.

MIGRANTS I'OIl CANADA.
Seven
Liverpool. Eng., Mar.
1.
The
steamship Soulhwark, of the Domin- Saturday
in
work
line,
ion
yesterday
nulled
having
on
1.500 immigrants
board
for rought
lidebec. They are being sent out by
the Salvation Army and on arrival in
QucVec will be sent to New Ontario
and the northwest of Canada. The
officials of the Salvation Army have
booked further passage for 2,000 iin- mlgrants to leave here on March
1

:it CON I 'EKENCE
OF EIRE INSURANCE AGENTS.
New York.
1.
Mar.
There are
four hundred delegates at the midwinter conference of the Nalloiml
Association of Fire Insurance agents
which commenced in the rooms of
the New York Hoard of Fire Underwriters yesterday. The conference
was called to confer with the companies In relation to the matter of
state deposit laws and other legislation ttffectlng the Interests of lire Insurance.
M

I

We do it right, ROUGH DRY.
perial Laundry Co.

Im-

Subscribe for The liuzeu and get
the news.
KANSAS ENGINEERS)
LEAVE FOR CUBA
Fort Riley. Kans., Mar. 1. A ile- tatchmcnt of 315 engineers and mappers I. ft yesterday for Cuba. They
will be engaged
a
machinists arrived In Topeka time surveying thefor coastconsiderable
line and
evening and have accepted
a complete typographical
the shops. The men were making
map of the island.
here from Chicago.

VJ BREAKS

0MATIS LI D0WII

THE STRONGEST COHSTTrUTIOH

Rheumatism is caused by a sour, acid condition of the blood, brought
on by chronic constipation, weak kidneys, poor digestion and a general
sluggish condition of the system. Because of these irregularities the
refuse and waste matters of the body are not promptly expelled, but
are left to sour and ferment, producing irritating acids which ore taken
up by the blood and distributed to all parts of the system. This acrid matter weakens and diseases the blood so that instead cf supplying the body
with nourishing, healthful properties it deposits the prison with which it i
loaded into the muscles, nerves, bones and joints, and Rheumatism gets
complete control of the system. Some suffer almost constantly with the
disease, while others have intervals of freedom, during which they
live in constant dread of the next attack, when an exposure tc
cold or dampness or some other irregularity will cause the symp
ENGLISH .NOBLEMAN
IST- toms to return. If the cause is not removed
ING IN UNITED STATES
New York, Mar. 1. The Duke of
Rheumatism will progress and reach a point
Newcastle, who is at present visitwhere it becomes incurable, and the stronging friends in this country, Is much
est constitution will break down. S. S. S.
Interested III ecclesiastical mutters,
has been curing Rheumatism for more than
and has made friends among the adforty years. It attacks the disease at its head
vanced high churchmen In England PURELY VEGETABLE
by going down into the blood and removing
who form an influential part of the
every particle of the acrid matter ana build
Episcopal
American
church. He ha
occupied himself with church affairs ingttp the weak, sour blood to a state of purity and richness. S. S. S. it
ever bince his undi--i graduute days the King of blood purifiers, just what is needed for the cure of Rheumatism.
at Magdalen college, Oxford, and Book on Rheumatism and any medical advice sent free.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA, OA,
view
with the profoumlct IndlrTer
.
...

WANTED.
WANTED Mefenger boys.
SVest
ern Union Telegraph ofllee.
WANTED At once, a waiter and a
dish washer. Santa Fe Restaurant.
WANTED At once, a waiter and a
dish WHsher. Santa Fe Restaurant.
WANTED At once, a girl who un
derstands starching. The Imperial
Laundry Co.
WANTED Girl for general house
Apply at 701 South High
work.
street.
to see the
WANTED Everybody
swellest line of Heywood-Wake-fielIn the city. J. D.

always think
Don't
how
cheap you can get them.
Think Instead, where you can
get th
freshest, the purest
and strongest and come where
you can always get them. We
have only one quality the
BEST ALWAYS.
.And our
Trices are always the lowest,
quality considered.

on

Rank,

(By Stanley
Norfolk Va., Mar. 1. The management of the Jamestown exposition Is planning a unique feature in
exposition events In the wuy of a
camp to be logrand
cated Inside the grounds. Realizing
that the Pythian army, as represented by the uniform rank, Is one of
bodies 'n
the largest
the United States, special effort Is
being made to secure the largest possible representation from this organization.
B. C. Rice, senior major
of the
first Virginia regiment, uniform rank.
Knights of Pythias has been appointed by the exposition compa.iy
to have charge of this uniform rank
feature at the exposition, and already
earnest efforts are being put fonh
to Interest the uniform rank in all
the different brigades of this country, if the brigades, regiments and
companies of the United States will
plan to take hold of this encampment
feature In earnest It will prove to be
or
the greatest exposition feature
the order of Knights of Tythias thit
camp
has ever been attempted. The
Is to be located inside the exposition
grounds, where it will be before the
eyes of the thousands of people, and
where It will be made possible .o
show to visitors from foreign countries that in this free America military duty and military education are
pleasures and not matters of compulsion. Where else can there be found
another such body of representative
men as could be evidenced were it
made possible to display our Pythian
army to the host of exposition visitors? Where another such Bhowlng
of the best type of good character,
principle and manhood, disciplined,
drilled, all free individual, yet subordinate to commanding authority.
The importance of showing th's
Pythian army to the world cannot be
too strongly urged upon every member of the order, either In the subordinate lodge at large or from the
It is
uniform rank in particular.
hoped that we can enlist the Pythian
press of the country into, not only
disseminating Information regarding
the camp and its possibilities, but
also urging upon the many uniform
rank companies throughout the United States the importance of being
well represented in this encampment.
The camp will be located Inside
the exposition grounds, near the main
exhibit buildings and Immediately
adjoining the great amusement center, the "War Path," so that the men
will be In position to enjoy all the
privileges of sight seeing and pleasarmy tents and
ure. Regulation
equipment are furnished by the exposition company free of cost the
tents being provided with board floors
and folding cots. Special arrange
ments have been made with a mill-- J
tary catering company for the es-- j
lu.uilHnnie.iii ox an immense mens nu i
as a part of the camp feature and
an elegant service and good subsls- tance Is assured. This mess hall Is
under the inspection and supervision
of officers detailed from the United
States regular army and the exposi
tion guaranty that everything In the
way of contract meals will be carefully carried out. Menus are already
arranged and will be submitted for
cent
the asking, regular twenty-fiv- e
meals being the special feature. In
addition to this a special "a La
Carte" service will be rendered and
the finest viands of the land served
and at extremely low prices.
Ariangements have boon provided
whereby all companies and men of
the uniform rank will be admitted to
the grounds upon the payment of
fifty cents per man, being the price
of one full admission, and after that
upon the
the men can remain
grounds for the full term of cump
without further cost of admission.
Liberal arrangements will be made
for the coming and going of men outside the grounds during the time they
are in cump.
The best of everything in the way
of sanitary arrangements will also be
provided without cost to the men,
such as lavatories, shower baths, and
everything essential to the heulth and
welfare of all.
The "Inside Inn." a large hotel inside the grounds and capable of accommodating 3,000 people is especially recommended for the ladies and
friends of the uniform men In camp.
By securing room.-- for the ladies at
this inside hotel they can enjoy the
meal privileges with the men In the
military mess hall.
Major itlee is In correspondence
with the
and
line officers from many of the states
large
and eurly evidence points to a
gathering of the Pythiun army.
commanders and company
commanders throughout the country
are especially requested to pla :o
themselves In communication with
Major P. K. Rice at once, so as to
get deUili-information and assist
in the arranging cf camp dates. The
ucconimodutions will not permit the
assembling of all the brigades at one
time, but several f the smaller ones
will be grouped ttgether during certain dates so as to luusuru a good
camp reptescniut on. Ohio, ns one
of the strongest brigades, will
the camp curing the week of
August 4th to Algust 11th, the expected attendance from that brigade
equaling the c.irip limit. Virginia,
West Virginia and Kentucky have
been assigned t the week previous.
July 29 th to AuKst 4th. While many
other brigades ;i e In correspondence
no definite dull t have been assign-

TilB HIGHLAND
PHARMACY

brigade-command-

Brl-grad- e.

uc-cu-

ed.

One. of the In ft parade grounds in
the country is provided inside I lie
exposition groui.m and adjoining the
camp, and the inest military
this country ever witnessed
will bo dally p.ewlbillties during th;
exposition pcri.d.
Crack military
organizations fi jn not only the United States, but nany foreign countries are to b held in attendance
at the cxposit.oi and upwards of
4.000 men f ro n the United States
regular army i! also be assigned to
camp here tlurim' the entire exposition period. Tie camp for the regulars will be Inniedlately
adJoii..ng
the exposition gounds but outside the
lines.
The possibility of witnessing the
great military mil naval display during the JameslMvn exposition will be
something nevr before equaled in
tlie world's hlsovy and every
organ! ation that can make
it poslble to co so should arrange
to attend
Tie Importance of
is twi.f, Id, personal benefit
from wltnessinj the best In the way
of drills and he great benefit derived by the
order from the
wonderful advertising that can re
given It by tip membership of the
uniform rank.
It is urged tiat all interested officers and men v lite for additional
man-oeuve-

semi-milita-

Life Building.

Corner Br adwav and
Colo Phono, Black 30.

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
tip
$S

Painless Extracting

OAX8.

MONEY to LOAN

On
Furniture,
Pianos, Organs,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
also on SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as Sit
and as high as 1200. Loans ars
quickly made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one year given.
Goods remain In your possession.
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
EmiimiiH, Tim Furniture Man.
Rooms 3 and 4, brant Bldg.
316 West Railroad Ave.
WANTED
Gtntiemans second
hand clothing. No. 61S South First
PRIVATE OFFICES.
street, south of viaduct. Send adOpen Evenings.
dress and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
WANTED Teams The eanta Fe
Gold & Copper Mining Co., wants
teams for coal haul from Hagan
to the mines, near San Pedro, and
purposes.
good
All
for other
teams making application will be
given work. Geo. O. Marrs, Super- and we sold that snap to another
intendent.
imrty w1k took time by tlie forelock.
We have one or two more almost as
AGENTS WANTED.
good though. Come In and nsk about
MEN AND WOMEN ARE MAKING
110 to $26 a day selling our em- them.
broidery goods. No capital or experience required. Why not you?
Write for samples and exclusive
CO.
agency.
U. S.
EMBROIDERY
WORKS. Omaha. Neb.
216 West Gold Are.
EOU It EXT.
FOR RENT A house at 314 East
15.
Cromwell avenue.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
FOR RENT Three rooms for light
housekeeping;
Inquire at
112.
40S North Second street.
LAWYERS.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
with all modern conveniences. With
Ira Sf. Bond.
or without board. 422 North Sixth
ATTORNEY AT LAW, S3 F.St.,
street.
N. W., Washington, D. C.
Pensions,
FOR
RENT Five room
house, land patents,
copyrights,
caveats,
partially furnished, electric light letter patents, trade marks, claims.
and bath, low rent. 209 North SecIt. W. D. Bryan.
ond street. Apply to F. H. Strong.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuquer
y
FOR RENT A six room
que, N. M. Office, First NaUonal
brick house, corner
of Seventh Bank building.
street and Tljeras avenue. Inquire
E. W. Dobson.
at Lommorl & Matteuccl, 624
ATTORNEY AT UW.
OfTlc.
West Tljeras avenue.
Cromwell block, Albuquerque, N. M.
new brick
FOR RENT Seven-rooDEXTISTS.
house, furnished part or whole;
large barn and chicken house; two
DR.
J. E. KRAFT,
acres of land. See P. F. McCanna,
Dental Surgeon.
or Mrs. P. M. Gavin.
Rooms 2 and 3. Barnett butldlna.
FOR RENT Five-roohouse In over O'Rielly's
drug store. Phone
good repair, corner of Railroad No.
744. Appointments made by mall.
avenue and Hill street. Low rent
Edmund J. Alitor. 1). I). S- to a permanent tenant. Inquire of
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
J. F. Luthy.
9 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; l:3t
FOR RENT Five-roofurnished hours,
p. m. to 6 p. m. Both phones. Aphouse, also two and three room
pointments made by mall.
flats, very reasonable to good tenants. Apply at 415 West Railroad
W. M. SHERIDAN. M. 1).
avenue.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
FOR RENT 1003 South Fourth,
ucciaentat .Lire Building. Tele-pho886. Albuquerque, N. M.
near street car and shops; new
brick, 3 largo elegant rooms and
DR. It. L. HUST.
closets;
porches, city
screened
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
water;
cheap.
Inquire
LljyJ
Tuberculosis treated with High
Hunsaklr. 205 Gold avenue.
Frequency Electrical
Current
and
FOR SALE.
Germicide. Treatments given each
FOR SALE: A good big cow, will be day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
fresh soon. See George K. Neher. nurse in attendance. Both phones.
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE A
UNDERTAKER.
Yost typewriter.
See The CitiAuto, phone 316.
Colo., Red 111
zen.
A. BORDERS.
FOR SALE Underwood typewriter,
Black
good as new at sacrifice. Address Commercial Club building.
or White hearse, 5.
Underwood, Citizen office.
ARCHITECTS
FOR
SALE The Claude Girard
property on Mountain road, first
Spencer.
W.
7
F.
Rooms
Bar
house west of acequla, near Sixteenth street. Inquire on premises nett building, Albuquerque, N. M.
Both phones.
or at 300 North Proadway.
FOR SALE Majority of slock In es
CIVIL ENGINEER.
tablished and paying retail busiJ. R. Farwell.
ness. Incorporated. Ow.ter wishes
Room 23. N. T. Armljo building.
to leave city. Address No. 1126,
Dally Citizen.
flOiAllI PUBLIC.
you
FOR SALE At the "Variety"
Tlios. K. D. Maddlson.
will find fine home made bread, 6c
Office with W. B. Childers,
117
a loaf; doughnuts, pies, baked
beans, soup and other good things West Gold avenue.
stirctly home made. Phone 710.
J. S. UAGLEY
Mrs. Downs, 56 South Arno St.
Accountant.
L08T.
Books checked up, small sets of
LOST Black leather card case, con books kept up; grocers',
butchers'.
talning cards.
Return to Citizen and physicians' books looked after
office. Reward.
and collections made. Able corps of
HAIR DRESSER AJTD CHIROPO assistants. Rooms 44, Barnett block.
DIST.
A Habit to Be Encouraged.
The mother who has acquired the
Mrs. Bambini, at her parloru, No.
209 West Railroad avenue, Is prs- - habit of keeping on hand a bottle of
Cough Remedy, saves
pared to give thorough scalp treat Chamberlain's
a great amount of uneasiness
ment, do hair dressing, treat corns, herselfanxiety.
Coughs, colds and
bunions and Ingrowing nails. She and
chlldi-eare suscepgives massage treatment and mani croup, to which
quickly
are
cured by Its use.
curing. Mrs. Bambini's own prepara tible
conteracts any tendency of a cold
tion of complexion cream builds up It
to
result In pneumonia, and if gtvea
compleximproves
the skin and
the
soon as the first symptoms
of
ion,, and Is guaranteed not to be In- as
It will prevent the atjurious. She also prepares a hair croup appear.remedy
nothing
contains
This
tonic that cures and prevents dan- tack.
and mothers give it to litdruff and hair falling out; restore! injurious
ones
with a feeling of perfect setle
life to Oetd hair; removes moles, curity. Sold
by all druggists.
warts and superfluous hair. Also a
face powder, a freckle cure and pimNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION".
ple cure and pile cure. All of these
are purely vegetable Department of the Interior, Land Ofpreparations
compounds. Have Just added a vi
fice at Santa Fe, N. M.
brator machine for treatment of
January 29, 1907.
scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. It
Notice is hereby given that SanIs also used for rheumatism, pains tiago Garcia, of Chlllll, N. M., has
and massage.
filed notice of his intention to make
proof In Bupport of
final five-yeNOTICE Kill PUBLICATION'.
his claim, viz: Homestead Entry No.
October 2, 1901, for the
Department of the Interior. Lund Of- 6591 made
SEVi NW!4, EH SWil and SW
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
SEVi. Section 3, Township 8 N. Range
Feb. 28, 1907.
Notice i hereliv given that Vicente 6 E, and that said proof will be made
Herrera. of Chlllll. N. M., has filed before H. W. S. Otero, United States
nolle of his intention to make final Court Commissioner at Albuquerque,
live-yeproof In support of his N. M., on March C, 1907.
claim, viz: Homestead Entry No.
names the following witnesses
made December 31, 1901, for to He
his continuous residence upthe the SK1,, SW
and lot fi. Sec. 6, on, prove
and cultivation of, the land, viz:
and NEV, NWV4 and lots 1 and 2,
Manuel Y. Acunla, Antonio SandoSec. 7. Township s N. Range 7 E,
and that said proof will be made be- val, Julian Lucero and Jose Mora, all
fore H. W. S. Otero, U. S. Court Com- of Chlllll, N. M.
missioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
MANUEL R. OTERO.
April 5. 1P07.
Register.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence up- OFFICE
OF CHIEF QUARTERMASon, and cultivation of. the land, viz:
TER, Denver, Colo., March 1. 1907.
Francisco Garcia, Lus Martin,
Sealed proposals In triplicate will be
Rel and Ignacio Herrera, all of
Chlllll. N. M.
received here until 11 a. m., on April
MANUEL R. OTERO.
2, 1907, for transportation of military
Register.
supplies,
Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and
There will be a regular meeting of 6, and forroutes
drayage at Denver, Colo.,
und Phoenix. Ariz., during the fiscal
Hunting for Trouble.
"I've lived in California 20 years, year commencing July 1, 1907. Inand am still hunting for trouble in formation furnished on application.
Ihe way of burns, sores, wounds, Envelopes containing proposals should
bolls, cuts, sprains, or a case of piles be marked: "Proposals for Transpor" addressed
that Bucklen's Arnica Salve won't tation on Route No.
quickly cure," wrles Charles Walters, C. A. H. McCAULEY, Chief Q. M.
og Alleghany, Sierra county. No use
Gas In the Stomach.
hunting, Mr. Walters; it cures every
Belching and that sense of fullness
case. Guaranteed by all druggists.
so often experienced after eating Is
16c.
caused by the formation of gas. The
stomach falls to perform Its functions
Chamberthe food ferments.
MOTH PENNYROYAL PILLS and
lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets wU'
Thff ieitnine WrtknHi.
They aid digeslunt anU omission., iticrpa-- vitol correct the disorder.
auti biiuii " .au. i
and strengthen and Invigorate
ll. " 'lliry an
Mi.t
' tion
For sale
the stomach and bowels.
lol.liti (it Of orafft.li Mlltl btMiV. No by all druggists.
khowq rvmt'i) for wuiitfii

POR TERFIELD

East Railroad Avenue
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PERSONAL PltOPERTY

You Waited
Too Long

seml-mllita-

Eul! Sot of Teeth
Uokl Filling
Gold Crowns

INT.

ts

seml-mllita-

Occidental

1,

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS,

DRUGS

Larger Scale Than Ever
Before Witnessed.

Belt.

ELEGANT

Uniform

FRIDAY, MARCH

When You Need

PYTHIANS

While

PASO EAGLES

TO

HAVE CAMP OE

The supposed tramp killed In the
Santa Fe freight wreck at Thatcher
Monday morning, In which three locomotives and thirteen cars went Into
the ditch, was yesterday identified
us Don Louis 1'uilillo, son of a wealthy and very prominent
Mexican
family living at Santa Fe, N. M., says
the Trinidad Advertiser. Ho was 22
years old, and the remains, which
were brought here yesterday by the
Jamleson Undertaking company, will
be shipped today to the territorial
capital for burial with the full final
rites of the Roman Catholic church.
Although Padillo was nominally
stealing a ride, he wore in a belt
about his waist $77 In cash, which he
evidently Was saving as he was out of
work at the time of the nccldont. Tills
money Is now In possession of Coroner John Gullfoll, who will turn It
over to the relatives of deceased as
soon as they send an affidavit
of
claim.
Padillo had worked for sometime
on several roads ns a brakeman and
fireman, but had been unfortunate
of late and out of steady employment.
were beating
He and three others
their way when the smash-u- p
came
at Thatcher, and though his partners
were put oft the train some distanco
down the line, yet they may have
returned, In which case they, also,
may have been killed. The full extent
of loss of life cannot be definitely
stated until all of the wreck Is cleared away, but It is thought Improbable that more than one was killed.
Engineer L. Hackley, who jumped
and sustained a mashed foot, likewise
has a broken leg, nnd It will be some
time before he will again be seen on
the line.

UNITED STATES RICE
PRODUCTION INCREASING.
Washington, D. C. March 1. According to the report of the bureau
of agriculture the rice industry In
this country has greatly Increased
Bince 1880, when the seed was first
sown for commercial purposes. The
number of rice mills has Increased
264 per cent; capital 363 per cent,
and the value of products 178 per
cent.
Land on the gulf coast of
Texas and Louisiana, which fifteen EL
years ago sold for tl.GO an acre and
was sometimes held at 25 cents, today is worth $1,250, some lands being worth 130 to $50 an acre. The
use of machinery adapted to rice production, the perfecting of Irrigation,
the study and application of Japanese
methods of rice growing and the use
of the Japanese rice have mado rice
growing an exceedingly profitable undertaking, and one that will undoubt- Will
edly be increasingly lucrative with
the rapidly growing population.
RARE TAPESTRIES I'OIl
METROPOLITAN MUSEUM.
New York, March 1. J. P. Morgan
today handed over to the curator o'.
the Metropolitan Museum of Art four
pieces of ancient Gothic tapestry.
The largest Is 9 feet 10 Inches long
and 7 feet 2 Inches high, the others
being about 4 feet by 6 feet. The
pieces are a'1 excellent examples of
ancient Burgundlan art, of the fourteenth century and make a very valuA
able addition to the museum.
the pieces represent scriptural scenes
and have Inscriptions In inji.int Latin
at the top. it .'J stated they cost r
very large sun if mutiny
they are
the only exirrrle-'- ' of
j ;;cu'lar
work knows.

MEXICO

OIL, COMPANY INCOH- 1 "ORATED IN NEW JERSEY.
Jersey City. N. J.. Mar. 1. The
MY LADY FRIEND.
Gulf Oil Corporation has been InMy lady friend's of the eleet;
corporated In this city with a capi- EQUIPPING HATTLESIIIP
VIRGINIA AT HROOKLYN. There ain't no girl who looks so neat.
tal of tl5.000.000, in shares of 1100,
1. The new
Brooklyn, N. Y.,
She wears her hair the latest style,
and an authorized Issue of 116.000,-00- 0 battleship Virginia, Mar.
flagship of Rear
An' my- - she has an awful pile
first mortgage as collateral trust Admiral Charles M. Thomas, com- Should think
'twould reach down to
4 per cent gold bonds.
The com- mander of the second division of the
her feet.
pany has united with the J. W. Cuf-fe- y Atlantic fleet, has arrived In the navy
Petroleum company and the Gulf yard here for the first time since she You always find her Just that sweet;
Refining company. It will build tha went into commission. She will be Her disposition can't be bent;
There's nothing you can say to ril
pipe line planned by these companies Installed with twenty
h
My lady friend.
some time ago to run from the Intorpedo tubes and will be the
dian Territory to the gulf. It is also first American battleship to be fitted When we go walkin' down the strejt
Intimated that the new company wl'l with tubes of this type. Later on I notice every one we meet
acquire the Texas company.
Just turns again to see her smile.
the new battleships of the Atlantic
They'll stare some day when dow.i
fleet will be similarly equipped.
the aisle
ERIE RAILROAD INCREASThey
see me braeln' up to meet
ING ITS CAPITAL STOCK. CONFERENCE OF NEW YORK
My
lady
friend.
Pittsburg. Pa., Mar. 1. At a specSTATE PROHIBITION PARTY.
Ethel M. Kelley In March Broad
ial meeting of the stockholders of
Elmira. N. Y., Mar. 1. There are way Magazine.
Pittsburg &
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EVENING CITIZEN.

50c

ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED.

two-stor-

ROOM

B. F. COPP.

m

12, N. T. ARMIJO BLDO.

facts and Information, address Major
B. E. Rice, Superintendent
Pythian
Bureau, Jamestowa Offices, Norfolk,
Virginia.
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SAS SENATE

6-- 8,

Visit of Senator Ross Is Commended by Jayawker

Legislature.
General Hugh Cameron, the Kansas hermit, who will undertake a pilgrimage to visit
Edmund
CJ. Ross, was permitted to appear be
fore the state senate today, says the
Topeka State Journal of February 27.
He said:
"For this honor, this opportunity,
this Important recogntlon and indorsement of my undertaking to emphasize the expression of my gra'.l-tud- e
to Almighty God and Edmu id
Gibson Ross for his vote against the
impeachment of a president of the
United States while sitting as a member of the high court of impeachment
and representing the free and progressive state In the senate of iho
United States, I thank you.
"When I reflect and consider the
present respectability of this great
American republic of ours and that
our free constitution Invites salt boilers, boot cobblers, rail splitters, mule
drivers to highest stations In government, my gratitude to the author and
founder of our government on this
continent becomes cumulative as a
Kansas storm cloud, and while I no.v
take a retrospective view of whit
Kansas has done since 1&54 to promote this high grade of respectability
enjoyed by our American nation and
ask myself what particular act has
contributed most to our honor and
glory as a state and nation, the powers of my conscience point direct to
the vote of Edmund G. Ross."
General Cameron also secured the
following letter from Lieutenant Governor Fitzgerald:
"General Hugh Cameron, Lawrenc,
Kansas.
"Dear General: I desire to ten lor
my compliments and approval of the
mission you are about to undertake in
K. G.
paying u visit to
Ross, at Albuquerque, X. M.
appre"Very few of us young men
ciate the full significance of your
you are to bear
visit, and the mes-ug- e
to him.
It will certainly be a souroj
of great comfort and solace to him
in his declining years to have his old
friend and comrade make a pilgrimage half way across the continent to
convey to him a message of fraternal
love, after the absence of so many
years.
"Time and patient waiting, ill my
judgment, have at last brought to
Ross in his declining years,
an endorsement of the judgment he
expressed by his vote years agi,
which practically exiled him from
politics in Kansas.
Those were Indeed trying times, in which you and
Inhe were young men together.
deed, you both lived in one of th
greatest periods of our country's history, und perhaps in the crowning
centuries of all the ages that are past.
I hope and feel
that your visit will
be of great interest to yourself und
will awaken many pleasant recollections In your old friend. to whom
please give my compliments.
"Yours very truly,
(Signed. )
"W. J. FITZGERALD.
"Lieutenant Governor."
Deafnss Cannot Be Cured
local applications, ns they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness,
and tli.it is by constitutional remedies.
Deafness la caused by an inflamed condin
tion of the mucous lining of the
Tube. When this tube is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or linper-fehearing, and when It Is entirely
closed, lieufnesa la the result, and unless the Inflammation can be taken out
and this tuhe restored to Ita normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever;
nine casea out of ten are caused by
which is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for
any case or Deafness (caused by catarrh)
that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure. Send for circulars free.
1". J. lilKNUY
i CO., Props..
Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by nil Druirirists. 75c.
Take Hall s Family l'illa for constipa
tion.
-
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Looks with Complacency
Listing Copper Securities In
New York Stock Market.

Itston

of
renne. Wyo.: Thousand
of placer lands along Douglas
county.
Albany
Wyoming,
In
been taken up, and with the
oasiag of spring a number of dredg-m- g
ompanles will begin very active
Gold
The American
"rations.
Placer Mining company Is soon to Install a very powerful dredge upon
M
placer land, and In view of the
reoeat Investigations by Dr. David T.
a?, of the United States geological
rarver Into the possibilities of
gold values from the black
oaaa, some surprising developments
aar be looked for. According to the
re pert of Dr. Day. the Douglas creen
placer lands show values of $780 to
Hie ton in gold.
The great
Oeatral City, Colo.:
Saratoga gold mine is proving rlcn-at each step of its development
and Its owners are more than ever
pleased at the outlook for the future.
The assay values of the latest strike
la this mine show seven to twenty- ave ounces In gold per ton, with a
good amount of silver. The mine is
now well drained, the water at present being down below the 900, foot
level, and the face of the lateral vein
is auite dry.
The draining of the
Maratoga has resulted also in the
rawing oft of the water in a num
ber of the neighboring mines, Including the Hai ipton, situated just
east of the Saratoga.
It is expected that the mines of Gilpin county,
and especially those located in Uui-se- ll
Gultch, will make a new record
of production with the aid of the
extensive tunneling operations now
being carried forward in the district.
Washington, D. C. : Owing to a
recest decision of the United States
circuit court regarding the Importa
tion f lead and zinc ores from Mex
Ico, the federal assay offices at Denver, Milwaukee, El Paso, Laredo,
Douglas, and all other points in the
west, except Kansas have been closed.
Here after ore samples are to be sent
for assay to the Kansas City labora
tory. Under this new ruling Kansas
City becomes the main point on the
continent for ore importations from
Mexico and from Canada.
Uoston, Mass.: It is now univer
sally conceded here that the great
development and importance of the
Copper mining industry has been ac
corded signal recognition In the re
cent action of the New York stock
exchange in providing for the listing
of high grade copper stocks. There
is little reason to believe that the
supremacy of the Boston market has
been threatened, or that Uoston has
anything to lose by this wholesome
encouragement
to legitimate stock
trading on sound and solid foundations. The feeling here regarding the
permanency and future of the copper
market ivas never bettiV than at
present.
!n
Jerome, Ariz.: Improvements
the United Verde mine and smelter
ar a matter of constant occurrence.
Xn' a. month passes but witnesses the
expenditure of many hundreds of dol
The capacity
lars for betterments.
of the smelter has lately been greatly lncrea""d, and the furnaces are
Already there
also beliig enlarged.
are five-50- 0
ton furnaces in the plant.
The most urgent problem of the mine
is how to handle the immense product. The amount of ore now blocked out Is probably enough to last for
thirty or forty years. Mining operations throughout the whole Jerome
Verde copper belt are now very active. A number of promising properties in the immediate neighborhood of the United Verde are being
rapidly developed. The North Verde,
the Verde Grande, the Cleopatro, and
the Black Hills group of claims are
making the most satisfactory progress, besides demonstrating beyond
all question the very widespread extent of the sulphide ore beds underlying the United Verde property.
Cripple Creek, Colo.: The fu'.l
facts regarding the great dkye which
has yielded hundreds of thousands ot
dollars in gold in such mines as the
Deadwood, the Vindicator, and others, have never hitherto been made
known; but fragments of Information
coming to the surface from time to
time point to certain conclusions. It
is now well recognized that the famous stratton never exploited his properties to anything like the limit of
their possibilities. For instance, the
Sitratton Dtlmonlco mine, now In process of restoration, is encountering
some enormously rich ore veins never
Mtherto scratched.
The early days
of the future are likely to witness
some startling developments In the
various properties of the district, and
alien an expectation is already Justified In view of the recent strike in
Findley and the Delmonieo.

Hermosllto, Bonora. Hex.: The
record of copper production during
the past year from the mines of the
Arltona-Honor- a
copper belt la proving a source of satisfaction and
.nent to all the new operators
In the district. In view of the amas-In- g
profits now being earned by such
properties as the United Verde the
Copper Queen, and the Calumet &
Arizona, there Is every reason to
justify the Investment of capital for
the opening up of new copper veins
Mucn inter
wherever demonstrated.
est la now being manifested here
among mining and business men in
the progress of the Lluvla de Cobre
mine .located north of Hermostlla.
This property Is rapidly approaching
The main
the production stage.
shaft is down several hundred feet,
growIs
constantly
and the formation
ing richer as depth is attained, native copper appearing In good quantities. The coming of spring Is likely to witness unprecedented activity
throughout the district.
Baxter Springs, Kans.: Owing to
car shortage, the lead and cine shipments from the southwest field showed a considerable falling off during
last week. Buyers were also able to
secure slight price concessions; but
little ore waa obtained at the reduced figures. Tne total production and
valuation of lead and sine ores from
the southwest Meld shows an enormous increase over the same period
of a year ago.

o

Boston, Mass.: The present level
of prices for copper, the metal now
appears to be well assured for many
months to come. This condition Is
acknowledged on all sides, both by
producers and consumers. The chief
fact upon which this opinion is based
Is the falling off In the output of all
the big copper mines In Michigan and
Montana during the present winter.
Not only has the weather been un
usually severe, but the shortage of
cars, fuel and supplies has hampered most seriously the work of the
mine operators. In the face of thesi
circumstances the demands of the
consumers continue to be urgent, i.nJ
buyers both at home and abroad appear ready and willing to pay almost
any price demanded in order to ob
tain the necessary supplies.
It is
needless to remark upon the satisfaction afforded by this situation to
the new producing companies no'V
prepared to market their product or
with a prospect of doing so in the
early future.
Breckenrldge Colo.:
The vlgorou3
policy of the Wellington Mines com
pany during the past six or eight
months has resulted in placing the
mine upon the list of heavy producers with every prospect of an improved showing as development of
the property advances. Shipments of
75 tons of lead and zinc ore are
forward quite regularly this
ore being handled by the Colorado
Zinc company at Denver. The Oro
property Is also attracting a good
deal of attention, owing to the recent
strikes of gold showing high values
and abundant quantities.
Reno, New: The Nevada Commonwealth is now recognized as likely to lake front rank among the
mining properties of the dis
trict at a very early date. The capacity of the mine is practically unlimited, but the present mill is designed to handle 500 tons dally. The
company Is now working both day
and night shifts and there are enormous quantities of ore in the mine
ready for shipment
In the early
spring. Mine operations In this district have been much hampered by
the severe winter.
now-goin-
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Threatens the Officers

T

ANYTHIN G

he Japanese

squadron has reach
ed Honolulu. Almost time for Boston to demand protection.

Who

The Name

Shadowed Him.
Chicago, Mar. 1. Within thirty-si- x
hours perhaps much sooner, the
government sleuths say they will lay
hands upon the man or men, possibly
three of them, who stole 1173,000
from the
here last Tuesday.
Tonight the situation became much
clearer, the secret service men lost
their look of worry and apparently
stopped the work on the case. Mr.
Fitzgerald, from whose cage the money waa abstracted, was tonight granted leave of absence for a few days.
Earlier In the day he had warned
secret service men to cease shadowing
him, under penalty of death. Tonight
he seemed much at ease.
Capt. Porter, head of the secret
service, spent the entire day in the
and In his office on the
eighth floor of the federal building.
While he was out T. It. McManus, one
of the best known secret service operatives In the country, and one of the
men who unearthed the great western
land frauds, sat at Tils desk and at
ry

ry

tended to the routine work of the

of-fl-
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Not only means the Best
Shoes but it stands equally
for honest advertising.

sub-treasu- ry

3000 Pairs Men's
Fine Shoes

er

All Other Shoes

IN HOUSE FIFTEEN DAYS
Our window display will give you
inkling
an
of the shapes that stylish
dressers will wear, but come in and carefully inspect the shoes themselves. We feel
confident that if you are a man who
wants the best money can buy we will
'
have your trade.

Wealthy Massachusetts Man, Bereft in
North Carolina, Refuses to Allow
Removal of Corpse and Resents
Suggestion of Relatives.
Ashvllle, N. C, Mar. 1. Superintendent of Health Reynolds says that
the neighbors of W. C. Gray of
Mass., who has been shut
up in his house here for two weeks
with the body of his wife, have no
right to interfere with him.
Dr. Reynolds agrees with the stricken husband, who says that It Is nobody's business but his own, and he
has a right to keep his wife's body in
his house if he wants to.
Mrs. Gray's body was embalmed
the day she died, which was Feb. 11.
Night and day her husband has remained beside the body, refusing all
efforts at comfort and admittance to
callers. A son and daughter-in-laremain in the house with him and
have brought to bear all their efforts
upon him to give up the body. He says
that the body will be taken back to
their home in Massachusetts, but not
until the winter has passed In the
north, and that he will not allow it
to be buried until the frost Is out of
the ground.
Neighbors of the Grays have made
suggestions sent in by letters to have
n,

w

DECLARES

CANAL

BOATS

BEAT

FREIGHT

TRAINS

SAYS
IT
TAKES
MERCHANT
ot Kit 28 DAYS TO GET GOODS
FROM ST. LOUIS.

"It takes longer for a consignment
of freight to travel from St. Louis to
Albuquerque nowadays than It would
take the same stuff to go from New
York to Liverpool, remarked a well
known merchant to a reporter for
The Evening Citizen this afternoon.
"I have a bill of goods en route to
Albuquerque that was shipped twenty-eight
days ago and they are not

the body buried, at which the husband has become violent and sworn at
them, sending them a message to
mind their own business. Crepe has
been on the front door of the house
for fifteen days and the house has
been completely shut up. The Gray
villa Is In one of the most fashionable streets here. Their villa Is known
as the Apollo. Mr. and Mrs. Gray
came to Asheville some time ago for
Mrs. Gray's health.
It la said that he recently made
some investments here and lost about
$10,000.
It is feared that unless his
wife's body Is buried soon he will' lose
his mind. He spends almost the en- tlme time by his wife's body and
wanted the coffin removed to his
sleeping room, which request was refused him.
It is understood that Mrs. Gray's
body may be forcibly removed If her
husband insists upon keeping it much
longer ,as the strain upon his mind
Is greater than he can stand, and that
his son and physicians will have the
body sent to Edgartown, Mass., and
burled.
here yet. The worst part of It Is I
don't know where they are or what
Is holding them.
"X have written repeated
requests
to the shippers to look it up but
about all the information they are
able to give is that the shipment Is
some place between the shipping
point and Albuquerque. They don't
know where and neither do I. When
you inquire at the local offices for the
goods all they can tell you Is that it
is coming and you Just have to be
patient.
"Two weeks Is good time for a
freighter to get across the pond between New York and Liverpool with
Its cargo, and it nrely requires three
even In the worst kind of weather. It
takes longer than that to get stuff
out here from St. Louis by rail, with
the weather propitious. Why, a can- -

Will, CHAPLIN
al boat could almost land the gooda
daya."
out here In twenty-eight

ALFALFA TEN INCHES

Guinc of Draw.
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SHOE STORE
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HIGH IN FEBRUARY .
"Unless something unforeseen happens my alfalfa will be In bloom next
month and be ready for cutting by
April 1," said Dr. It. M. Ross, cashier
of the First National bank. Tuesday,
in the course of a talk on alfalfa cul-

ture around Artesia, says the Artesla
Advocate.
At the request of The Advocate,
Dr. Hoss brought In a bunch to the
of'ce. It measured 10 - inches
from tip to tip, and this on the 19th
of February.
1-

OFFICE CHIEF QUARTERMASTER
Denver, Colorado, March 1, 1907.
Sealed proposals In triplicate will be
received here and at office ot the
Quartermaster at each post below
named, until 11 a. m., April 1, 1907,
for furnishing wood, fuel coal, blacksmith's coal, charcoal and Mineral Oil
required during the fiscal year ending
June SO, 1908, at Fort Apache, Fort
Huachuca and Whipple Barrack ,
Aria.; Fort Logan and Denver, Colo;
Fort Bayard and Fort Wlngate, New
Mexico; and Fort Douglas and Fort
furDuchesne, Utah. Information
nished on application here or at offices of respective post quartermasters. Envelopes to be marked, "Pro"
posals for Fuel and OH at
C. A. H. McCAULEY, Chief Q. M.

121 RAILROAD AVE.
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PLEASANTLY 6ITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.

RELEIVES PAIS.
BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
CUHES RHEUMATISM.
CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.
ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.
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FIRST

See Santa l'e Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty days.

New Mexico

X0K

oocccoccccccx
Write

us For Catalogue of

PLOWS & ALL KINDS OF FARM MACHINERY

"PORK" BARREL OPENING AT WASHINGTON

"Somebody was telling me that
Henpeck's wife had taken up law."
"May be so. She's been laying it
down to Henpeck for years."

WAGON REPAIRS AND BLACKSMITH SUPPLIES

"What's the secret of that fellow's success?"
"Everything he does in politics is
for his business and he dees nothing
In business for his politics."

f

n
"Why do you suppose E. H.
is buying all the railroads in
the United states?"
"I don't know unless it's to get
law."
around the anti-pas- s
Har-rltnn-

Itnio Buck.
This ailment is usually caused by
rheumatism of th muscles and may
be cured by applying Chamberlain's
Pain Balm two or three times a day
and rubbing the parts vigorously at
each application.
If this does not
afford relief, bind on a piece of flanslightly
nel
dampened
with Pain
Balm, and quick relief la almost sure
to follow. For sale by all druggists.
To Chicken Feeders.
Mausard'a Mills are selling good
wheat at SI. 60 per 100 lbs.
Arthur W. Stewart, who was re
cently appointed an electric engineer,
left yesterday for I'rescott, Arizona,
and will make his headquarters at
Ash Fork, Arizona.

at 10

Per Cent Discount

J. KORBER &
N. N.

A LBUOUEROUE.

CO., WHOLESALE
2J2
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Albuquerque

Foundry and

NORTH

ST.

SECOIMPJ

Machine

Works

R. R. MALL. Rroprftor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns an: Iron
Fronts for Buildings.

lVary may make an attempt to
reach the north pole by buloon In
llaxter Springs. Kans.: The new which case, of course, the dogs will
railroad from I'ond Creek, Ukla., to be canned.
Joplin, Mo., which Is to pass through
It might be mentioned in passing
the mining camp Just south of this
will be of the most substantial that the congressman who Introduced
the bill to make Washington dry
was among those not
last
fall.
" TRY OUR
PAINLESS
Joe Gans, the prize fighter. Is broke,
EXTRACT
though he has won more than $30,-00- 0
in four months. The trouble with
Joe is that his hands are good only
in the ring.

A

Urn. CHAPLIN

McManus was ordered from Denver
to Chicago recently on a secret mission. He denied, however, that he
was assisting Capt Porter on the
case, and said he was In Chicago on other business.
When asked If there were any late
developments In the case, Capt Porter said he had been working on a
number of clews, but that affairs were
In such a state that he could not at
present make public any Information.
"I will say that there la nothing to
the story that a workman committed
the robbery. Other than that you will
have to form your own surmises. Just
as soon as there Is an arrest and we
are sure we have our man, the entire
story probably will be made public"
Jacob Lebraky. a criminal lawyer,
and one of the attorneys In the Shea
case, called at the
and
was In consultation with Capt Porter
aland
Holdenweek
most an hour. What the attorney's
connection with the case can be Is
not known.

KEEPS HIS WIFE'S BODY

pro-durl-

coooocMccc4rcoc

to clean up stock one
yearly and open season
with new goods.

Government Sleuths on Trail of Chicago
Trio One Suspect

ar

Patagonia, Ariz.:
Owing to the
fact that the financial backing of the
Mansfield mine is now fully assured,
the otlices of the company are now
laying out plans on a very extensive
scale for the conduct of a copper
property
of no small proportions.
a
These plans include a townsite,
smelter and concentrator,
and an
aerial tramway to run from the mine
to the concentrating plant and 10
be operated largely by gravity.
The
copper values in the Mansfield are
now thoroughly
demonstrated, and
the management Is pushing forward
development operations with greatly
Increased confidence in the future of
the property.

THE POLICY OF THIS STORE
b

Sub-Treasu-

Or Very Largo Scale as Soon
as Spring
of Saratoga Mine.
Opens-Richn-

benefit to the lead and etnc Interests of this district. The Baxter
over
Koyaltr company, controlling
thirty seven hundred acres of rich
lead and zinc lands, la now making
preparations for the very extensive
leasing of Us acreage in view of the
Increased profits now possible to mine
operator
and the improved laciu-tle- a
for obtaining supplies and makContracts will Boon
ing shipments.
be let for the construction of sev
throughout the
new
mills
eral doien
district.
The new railroad will save
teamlna bills to the camp amounting
to many thousands of dollars annual- -

IBRJO.

mining nd mill Maahlnary m Bpmolmlty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque,
Repair
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FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

03 WEST

At Consistent
Prices

SALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and

RAILROAD

Nt XT TO BANK
COMMERCE.
NUE

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO
L1VF.HY.

N. M.

H

I9

AVE-

Of

Thos. F. Keleher
Out

DEVOES READY PAINT
Gallon I'tucri 00 Squura I'et-t- .
PALMETTO HOOF PAINT
Ijt.wtn I'ive Yeura.
Sio!
JAP-A-LA-

BEST TOUBNOUTiJ IN THE CITY
Second Street, between Rullroad and
Copper Avenue.
i

on I he. handle, I uclc Joe, plcu.--.'-'
THE APPROPRIATIONS BY I'll E PRESENT
THOSE MADE BY ANY PREVIOUS SESSION OF
TIkIiI irrl

'loo People.

'

OF CONGRESS WILL LARGELY EXCEED
1

H--

BODY.

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Taka LAXATIVE BHOMO Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money if
V. GROVE'S
It falls to cure. E.
signature la on each box. 25c.

Wut Railroad Avtnu

408

NURSERY

FRlir

AND

PRODUCTS

SHADE

TREES,

SlllU ltS, VINES AND ILOWEKS.
lil'V OF some one YOU KNOW.
V.
ALGEU,
STHEET.

N.

lil

SO.

WALTER
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THE ALBUQUERQUE
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rubllshed Dally and Weekl.

Bv The Citizen Publishing Company
STItll'KLKIt,

W. 8.

President.

W. T.

Mit llKKiHr,

Business Manager.

HAD LEY

SUPERINTENDENT

Our venorabls territorial school superintendent hM
to
made another address to the lenlslature, urging thorn
county
from the people the election of their
take
school superintendent. Well, that Is his privilege; but.
then. It la the legislators' duty as well as privilege to
Klve to the words of this aged and retiring territorial
official only ouch consideration as the words Intrinsically
deserve.
He says: "I am not surprised that the Santa Fe
Citizen is fighting what the
New
I expected It. No adwant.
territory
of
the
educators
ever been made withmovement
has
vance educational
out Its opposition. One part of It starts a song and the
other Joins In the chorus. It has frothed at the mouth
a great deal about me and my letter," etc.
As the New Mexican and The Cltlasen are two entirely separate and distinct entitles. It Is exceedingly
poor grammar for even a retiring school superintendent
to speak of these two things in the singular, calling
them "it" and saying that they "Is fighting what tho
educators of the territory want." If the learned educator wanted to Imply that these distinct entitles are
one and therefore spoke of them as "it" and "is fighting" his veracity Is as much at fault as his grammar
otherwise would be.
Again the suptiintendent says that the opposition
of this "It" did not surprise him for "no advance educational movement has ever been made without its oppos'-ttoOne part of It starts a song" etc. Now, the good
superintendent does the New Mexican and The Citizen,
whether he considers them as two distinct entitles or
as one and Inseparable, like the Siamese twins, entirely
too much honor. As he is old himself, he no doubt
Put, dear professor,
considers age to be honorable.
neither the New Mexican nor The Citizen can claim, to
be coeval with all the advance educational movements
which have ever teen made, and therefore these movements could not have been met with the opposition o
whether the hyphenated term
the New Mexican-Citizeyou originated be singular, plural or a noun of multitude.
There are some other things, esteemed professor.
In your communication, as for Instance that you can
sustain your assertains by facts and figures, but while
the assertions are put forward the facts and figures are
withheld.
In conclusion, permit The Citizen to express it
gratification that you are not discouraged at being opThis paper
posed "by the ones who do oppose us."
was afraid that you might realize that some of th!
"ones" who do oppose you, have had as good educational advantages as yourself, perhaps; that some of ths
"ones" have even taught in educational institutions of
repute; that some of these "ones" have been in New
Mexico as long as you have been, and have had some
facilities in acquainting themselves with school condl
tlons here and elsewhere; that some of these "ones"
have as much interest in the territory, financial or
otherwise, as the able but retiring superintendent himself; that some of these "ones" are almost as honest and
The Citizen was afraid that
Intelligent as yourself.
such considerations might cool your ardor and causj
you to Imagine that these "ones" had as much right to
their opinions and to the expression of them as you
Happily, any fears of this kind your
have yourself.
last appeal to the legislature has put forever at rest.
In reply to the professor's article The Citizen has
but one statement to make, and that Is that while the
sentiment of the entire world Is progressing toward tho
Ideal of a government of the people, by the people and
for the people, any return o the methods of Russia can
hardly expect acceptance.
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ORGANIZATION IMPERATIVE
organ'
The ground of the morning
attack on The Evening Citizen, and on the majority In
the legislature, Is that we have stood and still stand by
the republican organization of the territory. This
Yet
is the extent of our offense no more, no less.
every thinking man knows that without organization
there can be no party and no party success; and therefore In fighting the republican organization the mornlns
paper of this city is fighting the republican party and
the success of republican principles.
The New York World, the record of which has been
none too good in the support of party. In speaking of
conditions in New Jersey, describes such course as that
pursued by the morning paper here, as "guerrilla politics," while It designates those who follow such a
course as guerrilla politicians.
During th"!
The terms are truly most appropriate.
One wa
civil war there were two kinds of soldiers.
the army organized, drilled, officered, compact, moving
as one, and absolutely irresistible; the other was the
guerrilla bands unorganized, going at will, every one a
law unto himself, a terror only to the defenseless, seeking plunder and reveling In license, scattered like chaff
by smaller number of organized troops.
The guerrilla plan
There you have the difference.
Is what the morning paper is trying Itself and wants
others to try; and because The Citizen and the majority
In the legislature, and the republican party in the territory, all refuse to follow that paper's advice, claiming
that in union there il strength and In organization there
Is victory, it turns upon us with a venom and violence
of vituperative slander never excelled in the worst days
of border Journalism.
Speaking of the New Jersey cafe the New York
World said: "When the next caucus is held, they will
very likely lind themselves In a minority, with the Dry-de- n
men in a majority, and able to name some man of
their own, now that Mr. Dry den has withdrawn. This
is of more Importance to the future of republicanism in
New Jersey than Mr. Dryden's retirement can be Bald
to be. Itepublieariium thus preserves Jts organization.
To be sure, the democracy muy control the next legislaStill, defeat, for a
ture and elect the next governor.
term or two, would be less serious to the party than the
disintegration which would fullow the guerrilla politics
that would otherwise occur. It would be guerrilla politics, whether it was waged by the best men in New
Only by oiguulzallon can a
Jersey or by the worst.
party succeed, though often, with organization and on
unpopular, a party
account, of an organization whleh
Kven then, however, the other organized
Is beaten.
party wins, and the principle of organization Is vindicated by Its success."
antl-rpubllc-

EVENINa CITIZEN.

out of his way to da something thai would win him
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
However, his
favor from the majority In the house.
Mil Is yet burled In the committee, and another bill has
been introduced in the council that will llkrly be passed
The following quotations were rebefore the "Mttleneld" bill will llnd it way onto the ceived by F. J. araf & Co., brokers,
over
their own orlvate wires from
floor of the house.
New York. Iloora 8?, Harnett building, Albuquerque, N. M.:
Nowadays when the Journal wants to perpetrate nit
unusually robust whopper of the Imagination, It pre
New York Stocks.
IS
faces it with "a little story which comes down from American Sugar
AmrUffnnxited
.110
Conner
Santa Fe." That la certainly candid, only all the storlej American Smelters
139
that come down to the Journal from Santa Fe arc not American Car Foundry
444
,
com
Aicnison
102)4
little ones.
American Locomotive
72
,
Anarondu
294 "A
and Ohio ..,,,.,..109
In the meantime the voters of Sandoval and Va Baltimore
llrooklyn ItanM
70 V4
lencia counties would like to know whether they ara Canadian Pacific Transit
182
free-bor- n
American citizens or merely serfs bound down Colorado Fuel
44 u
15
Couldn't Chicago Great Western
by the yoke of a terrible mlsapprobatton.
i ntcago JNormwestern
160
the Journal Just give them a kind word?
r.rie cn.n
337
LoulBvlllo and Nashville
128
Missouri Pacific
79
Wonder who Is the bogey man In Valencia anJ Mexican Central
23
National Lead
69
Sandoval counties?
New ork Central
125
Norfolk ..
84
Northern Paclflo
145
Ontario and Western
43
g EASTERN VIEW OF SALTON SEA
Pennsylvania
129
Heading, com
115 T
Kock Island com
CONDITIONS SAME AS CITIZEN
0
24
Southern Pacific
91
St. Puul
146
Hallway
Southern
25
com
The arid west Is now asking that the Salton sea, Tennessee Coal
1 4 9
147
171
against which the efforts of President Koosevelt and Union Pacific
U.
S
44
the Southern Pacific Kallroad system Is directed, be V. S.
S. S. pfd
103
preserved.
Total sales 1,132,900.
on account of storms east, wires
The arid west, during the last two years, since the
down; unable to get letters or
course of the Colorado river was turned by accident are
Huston quotations.
Arizona,
In
was
formed
southern
great
sea
a
Inland
and
ArguKaunas flty Livestock.
has been enjoying an unprecedented rainfall.
Kansas City, Mar. 1. Cattle reing from effect to cause, the people have reached the ceipts
1,500, including 200 southerns.
conclusion that this accidental Inland sea has brought Market steady to strong. Southern
in
have
steers
atmospheric
conditions
that
83.755.25; southern cows
about unusual
I2.50W 3.75;
stockers and feeders
creased the precipitation of moisture not a hundredfold, $3.75fr6.30;
bulls I2.90W4.25; calves
but to a degree where comparison ceases.
I3.60i)7.25; western fed steers J4.00
western - fed
cows
50.
'Will the continuance of this vast body of wate- -. 4i5.SO;
.
- nns, $3. 00ffJ4. ....
L'l,
below the level of the ocean, 6n the hot and baked steady. Muttons
lambs
plains of California, reclaim a vast region heretofore $6.50 f 7.40; fed $4.005.65;
ewes $5.256.60;
not capable of cultivation and make Irrigation unneces fed ewes $4.50j)6.25.
sary?"
Omaha Livestock.
Asking themselves this question, the people of this
Omaha, Mar. I. Cattle receipts,
region are beginning to ask that President lloosevelt 1.300, market steady. Western steers
83.25P5.25; Texas steers 83.00ifp5.25;
rescind his order to have the Colorado river returned cows
and heifers
82.40M4.10; can-ne- rs
to Its proper channel and thus destroy the great Sal-to- n
$2.00e3.00; stockers and feed-re- s
$3.00(D5.00;
sea.
calves $3.006.70;
12.764.25.
The governor of Utah has sent a special message to bulls
Sheep
8,000.
receipts
the legislature on the subject, and the legislature has steady. Yearlings $5.756.45; Market
wethadopted a memorial to the president setting forth the ers J5.25W6.25; ewes $4.25 5.30;
W
$6.75
lambs
7.35.
the
greatly
sea
has
benefited
Salton
claim that the
entire arid region by Increasing the rainfall and askProduce Mnrkct.
Chicago, Mar. 1. Closing quotations
ing him to desist from his efforts to drain this vast
Wheat May
Julv
body of water. The commercial club, of Salt Lake,
Corn May 47 (!D ;July 77.
hat adopted a similar memorial, and other commercial
July 374ffi
Oats May
organisations and legislative bodies throughout the
Pork May $16.35; July $16.37.
region have taken or are preparing to
nl.rd May $9.62; July $9.62.
take similar action.
Itibs May $s.92y95; July $9.05.
llrainfall Beyond Precedent.
Chicago Idveotook.
It Is a fact that In the last two years there has
Chicago. Mar. 1. Cattle recelnts.
been an amount of rainfall beyond all precedent extend- 1,600.
Market steady. Heeves $4.15ii
ing from south Arizona, through southern California 6.85; cows and heifers $1,600)5.25;
and feeders $2.55 m 4.85;
to the northernmost portions of Nevada and Utah and stockers
$2.7504.76;
calves $6.00
extending east into New Mexico. In Arizona and New Texans
7.50.
Mexico and southern Nevada this has brought heretoSheep receipts 8.00. Market strong.
fore dry creek beds to swollen streams, carrying wreck Sheep $3.606.00; lambs $5.50 fi 7.50
and ruin with the floods. There has never In tho hisMoney Market.
tory of the desert country to the south and west of Suit
New York, Mar. 1. Prime mer
6
paper
cantile
Lake been known such an amount of rainfall.
0 6 per cent; silver
7 per
9ic; money on call steady,
Arid farming, heretofore considered In the light "f cent.
an experiment, under the patronage and direction of
Metal Market.
experts of the national agricultural department, has
New York, Mar. 1. Lead quiet,
become an established fact, and during the last year all $6.00
ft) 6.30; copper firm, $25.25U60.
over this region farmers have been organizing, buying
St. Louis Wool Market.
steam ploughs, turning up the desert soil and sowing
St. Louis, Mux. 1. Wool steady;
vast are'is oj .wheat. Others are preparing to put In unchanged.
a spring crop In the hope that with the abundance
Spelter Market
of moisture now In the soli they will be able to reap a
St. Louis, Mar. 1. Spelter, steady,
bountiful harvest.
$.7B.
These conditions have excited the wonder of the
pioneers who have been ekelng out an existence in
trying to till the arid soli. They were unable to de- MAHARA'S MINSTRELS
termine the cause until the suggestion was made that
the Salton sea was responsible. It is argued that this
7TH
vast body of water, now covering an area estimated
evaporates
broilrapidly in the
at 2,800 square miles,
Mahara Bros. Vnlnstrels are coming sun of southeren California and the moisture is caring to town and no doubt we will be
ried out over this vast arid region to descend in the treated
to a royal entertainment. They
form of rain or snow. The whole volume of the Colo- always get a good house, and come
as
putting up as good a show
near
rado river continues to feed this great reservoir, so
advertised. They have a memberthat there is small danger of its being exhauste.l, as
ship of some thirty-od- d
members, and
and it is contended that accident has done for the among the company they carry this
season
women,
a
chorus
ages
which will
of
had
desert what the Investigations of science for
add zest to their performance.
They
been unable to accomplish.
come well recommended on all sides.
Benefits Vast Territory.
big
parade at noon.
Watch for the
"Protect the Salton sea," is the cry now going up
$200 REWARD.
all over the intermountaln region. Meteorological exIs offered for the capture of
perts are being consulted to confirm the opinions hell
Pettlne, the murderer of Beneby farmers and other laymen, and the president will detto Berardlnelll.
Crime was combe Importuned to leave the accidental sea as It Is. The mitted In Albuquerque Monday, FebIncidental damage, it is contended. Is only to one rail- ruary 4.
C. A. and C. GRANDE.
road corporation, which has been compelled to move
its tracks to avoid the encroachments of the rising
See the wardrobe and diamonds
tonight.
in
"Camille"
waters, while the benefit accrues to a territory as lara displayed
.take notice, and think of the
in area as the whole of the United States east of the. Ladles
price 15, 25 and 35 cents.
Mississippi river.
Even Death Valley, the baked, parched, forbidding spot In southern Nevada, has had a heavy fall of
snow the last few weeks, something never heard of
before. If as much as
of an Inch if
precipitation ever occurred in Death Valley the mo-iventuresome prospector who ever risked his life to go
Into that Golgotha does not recall the fact. New Yorlf
Herald.

rniDAv, MAncii i, itof.
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15 Per Cent

Lower
In Price
VD
1IOMI0, SWEET HOME,
with Its cosy air and comfort-givin- g
luxury, Is the place one likes to be
above all others, especially If you have
your easy chair or rocker ready to
spend the evening In. Look at our fine
display of rockers, easy chairs, sofas
and furnishings for bedrooms, dining
rooms, parlors and libraries, and yo
will want to secure them at our present prices.
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BARGAIN'S

RUGS,

mattings, linoleums and oil cloths
make the opportunity now presented
by us a rare chance to get the highest
quality of goods at the lowest possible figures. We have Just received
rugs.
a new supply of over seventy-fiv- e

)

76;

87.

42i)'i:

F. H. STRONG,
STRONG
'

BLOCK

I

CSC
WILLIAM MclNTOSH, President

SOLOMON LUNA,

T. C. NEAD, Treisnrer and

nt

I

For the
Best Line of

kill

46.

In Albuquerque

See Ours

MclNTOSH HARDWARE CO.

fa

P, Matteucci

J. D. Eakln, President
O. Oloml, Vice President.

EAPERT

Shoemaking
103

n.

Cbas. Meltnl,

f acretary

O. Bachecbl, Treaaarar.

Consolidated Liquor Company

and Repairing
Tfi

rift

EAT MORE

Succeaaora to
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A QIOMI.
WHOLESALE DKALCRB IN

.

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Wa

heap avwythlna In stock to outfit tho
most fastidious bar eomplata

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the 8outhwcrt for Joe, t,
Schlltz, Wm. Lemp and 8t Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. MeBrayer'a Cedar Brook, Loula Hunter, T.J. Mon.
arch, and other standard branda of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article as received by us from the beat Uertea.
Distilleries and Breweries In the United Stat s. Call and Inspect oar
Stock and Pricea, or writ lor Illustrated Catalogue and Pries Ust,
issued to dealers only.
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of the most nutritious
of foods
wholesome bread and less of
the
and note your gain
In health. Ditto In money saving, because bread Is cheaper than meats
and
Just as gratifying
to the appetite. To get the best bread
and other flour products, always order "BUTTER CREAM."

Humphrey

good,

OVALS
HEAT with the
Whole of it

PIONEER BAKERY,
South First Street.

COOK with
Half of it

Simple,

th

t

Cheap,
Economical.
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$ FEARFUL RAILWAY LOSS OF
g
LIFE IN THE UNITED STATES g
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The Herman railway administrations have procured
a tract of land near Merlin for trying rallwuy device
Cotisul-Oenerand muteiiuls.
Thackara writes:
Experiments ure made with different materials for
bedding, with various kinds of rails, sleepers made of
oak, pine und beech wood und uf Iron.
Tests
are ulso to bo cariii d on w ith Various systems of
devices, elc
automatic block signals, switch-lockin- g
trie, steam and benzine motor cars for railways
everything w hich would tend to Increase th
working efficiency of the tiermuii rallwuy system.
Yet the percentage of safety of travel with whl-the (lerman governments are so dissatised would seem
It Is pertly well settled that here too high even to dream of in the light of exper
Socorro Chieftain:
county school superintendents will continue to be chose.i ience. In 1904, tho last year quoted by Mr. Thackara,
Doubtless some mistakes 53 persons were killed by German railways, not countin New Mexico by the people.
ing suicides but including all injured who died within
will be made, but government of the people, by the peohours. Here In the same year tho number
ple and for tho people is a principle that competent au- twenty-fou- r
wus 10,016.
thority has thought worthy of sucrlllce.
One person in 63,000 of the totul population in
I 'has. S. l'eterson,
In this
in the I.ua Vegas Optic, writing Germany is killed annually by a railroad.
from zinnia Fe, has this to suy: The house minority, country the proportion is one in every 8,000.
Fewer persons per thousand miles of track are
t'onsimtrig of the thief of fake reformers. Captain Dr.
'IJttlcneld" ltuppe, and Lucero y Montoya, of Iierna-lill- killed In densely populated Germany than In tho spars
"Iiuzz" Walters, of San Juan, "Cicero" Abbott, of ly peopled United States, with more than six times
To taki
Colfax, and the three democrats, Mullens, Moran and the mileage und far less numerous trains.
Hudspeth, under the leadership of that old warrior. the fairest pos.illc basis of comparison, the number of
Captain Huppe, still remains unbroken, ulthough the killed and injured In 1904 in Germany for a given train
majority have a hard time In keeping ltuppe from mileage was less than nine. In this country in the
climbing on the band wagon.
Several times during tha same year it was ninety.
Says Mr. Thackara in a consular report:
last few days of the session, "Uttletield" has tried to
get in his work by moving that the majority measures
The various German railway administrations make
"do now puxs," but for some reason the majority refuses thorough investigations of every wreck, little Or big,
to see It that way and are not willing to meet him half and Invariably some one Is held responsible and pun
way In his advances, and in fact do not seem Inclined to ished for the occurrence.
He might have adiled:
In Germany railways ate
even meet him a part of the way. ltuppe has ambibill that will run by railroad men who administer railroads, and
tions to be the father of the
be passed by this legislature, and would go considerably not by financiers who exploit them. New York World
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Gas, Electric Light
and Power Go.
Corner Fourth and
Gold Avenue
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Years the Standard of Piano Construction)
Conctdfd today lo bt the best in the world

Chickering & Sons Pianos
'
...SOLD ONLY BY THE...
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i

WHITSON
MUSIC
(Established
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1882.)

O

Come In and examine our new Holiday 8tock. Everything In
from s talking machine to a Grand Piano Sold on our new easymusic
payment plan.
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Soldier's Sweetheart

A Beautiful Love Story. She would sooner be the young
rran't slave than the old man's darlinS.

J

BARNETT,

Finest Whiskies

1

Citizen Want Ads for Results

c
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LEE BOUND OVER

DAVID

TO GRAND

f
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THEY CO BACK TO HER AGAIN
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Antonio Samora Charges VarBrotherhood of St. Paul
quet. Feast. Toast
sity Student With Assault Woman Photographer Declares
With Deadly Weapon.
and Sing.She Sustained Damage Instl- - '

Ban-

-

TRI BULLION

COMPANY

MAY EMBARK IN
COAL BUSINESS

LXsmelter

Project Will Not be
Thwarted by Indisposition
of Fuel Companies.

Messrs. Howard Paschal and J. P.
SmeltiHendricks, of the
ng; and Development company, New
York, and Samuel W. Tray lor, president of the Traylor Engineering company, Chicago, are in the city today,
having come up this morning from
their mines at Kelly, Socorro county.
The gentlemen were In the city,
primarily, to let the contracts for a
large amount of building material to
be used at the Kelly mines, and Incidentally to look over the outlook of
their proposition to locate an oxide
Mr. Paschal stated to a
smelter.
representative of The Evening Citizen
that as yet his company has been unable to secure a satisfactory contract
for the furnishing of fuel, and that
he now proposes the purchase of extensive coal beds along the Santa Fe
railroad, which his company will develop.
The gentlemen were expecting today to place the contract for one half
million feet of lumber , 100. 000 brick
and a large amount of uthcr material
necessary to construct a 400-to- n
concentrating and power plant at Kelly.
Mr. Paschal stated to The Evening
Citizen's representative
that his1...- -com....
. .....X, tw..l
wit?
iniT.i intf uuaiitioiuiiK
iiau iivj I.I
a
Idea of
smelter that would handle
1HT cuiiiv
in IIIV
lilSllll.1,
though he u.'Ul
was unable nCHJ
to Fay just
where the smelter would be located.
He said that It might he necesxary for
the company to expend a half million
dollars in developing a toil
that
would furnish nuftiiient fuel for the
project, but that if such were necessary, the company had the ready
money and the determination to carry out such a project.
The gentlrtii. n were very mm h
pleased with the condition of their
mines at Kelly.
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Hair Is Snow White -- Leather
Coat Covers His Jeans

Jumper.

About one hundred guests enjoyed
a banquet and musical and literary
program given by the Brotherhood of
St. Paul at the parlors of the Methodist church last night.
The company was seated at the
banquet tables at 7:30 p. m. and immediately following, the program
waa taken up and continued well Inio
the night.
The principal number in
the program was a paper, read by
David Stewart, on the subject. "WoMr. Stewart evidently had
man."
given much thought and time to the
composition, and when It had been
read a general discussion of the subject followed.
There were a number of highly
pleasing musical numbers, among
them being a solo by Mr. Gould, a
flute and piano duet by Messrs. C.
A. and C L. Huel, a whistling soio
by Mr. Miller and a musical dialogue
by Mrs. Dalley.
All of the number?
were heartily encored and respond il
to.
Mrs. Dalley also gave two very
Interesting readings during the evening.
Attorney M. K. Hlckey acted
as toastmaster and called on the
numbers l their respective order.
As a social event the evening was
pronounced one of the most enjoyable of the season.
1

MAPI'S

JOB HANGS
THE

BALANCE

Kl 1'aso, March 1.
The car .,n
train No. 8. due here Wednesday
over t lie
west
afternoon from the
Southern raclflc, which arrived here
at 12:20 yesterday morning, hnro
watermarks, the result of waves that
had washed against the sides f the
n
coaches while passing through
sea, the great Inland body of
water now giving the Southern I'm in-a great deal of trouble. On the l..s
of the sleepers and coaches Tere
large patches of mud that had b. en
thrown against the cars by the powerful waves of Salton.
A passenger on the train gave the
following description of the experience the passengers had coming on
the train from California:
"We reached Walton sea about 1
o'clock Tuesday afternoon and instead of gazing upon what was onc
a desert, I saw a foaming sea of
water that looked as vicious ns the
Atlantic ever did.
The surface vns
completely covered with white raps
that were rolling high and were
washing clear over the railroad track.
"A wrecking train was sent ahitit
of the passenger to act as a pMn,
f ir It seemed more like an ocean voyage than It did a railroad Journy.
We could hear nothing but the r.a
of the waves dashing over the track
and slamming themselves up against
the coaches.
The first wave that
struck our sleeper made a loud report and after the water had rolled
down the windows, we could see an
s.i!-to-

;

ALBERT FA BUR'S
....

A Checking Account

W

the general managers before calling
out the men.
Several concessions were offered by
the general managers, but few of
them were acceptable to the committee.
The ollicers received a communication from the general managers on Tuesday night, stating that
they would go no further.
The committee replied that thev
also had made all the concessions
from their original demands that they
felt justified in making, and that it
was up to the rank and file of their
respective organizations to decide on
the next step.
The offer made by the railroads
averages about 8 per cent
In
wages, with practically no increase
change In
the hours or working conditions.
The men on all freight trains were
offered a flat Increase of 10 per cent,
while men on passenger trains weie
offered less than 7 per cent incrase.
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.With. in Larth, the sheep r.iiser. is
in the city for a week's visit, from

the Can! mountains.
"I came In to thaw out " said Mr.
l.arih ibis morning
"We bad six
ti.i lies of snow ami zero weather ll
the Xunia the early part of the week.
However, sheep are doing very we. I.
We .ire grazing them on the south
s:.!e of ,'he rnounia!
is tt here feed is
verv plentiful '

ri:i"s nor t hh oi.itk.
i STOHK.
TON S
Dill

WAI,.

olll-ce-

(Continued from Page Ont.)
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Passed the huu-e- .
This
bill carries an appropriation of $100.-0Uwhich is to be raised ty the issuance and sale of bonds for that
purpose. Mr. liaca of hant.i Ke, who
introduced the bill, made .t strong
speech In the house. Mr. Ml.. Una and
Mr. Holt also spoke In fav..r of the
bill. Mr. Hudspeth oppose the bill
on general principles.
House bill No. l. an a.: to provide a fine for minors w l become
Intoxicated, was passed b) ne house
after being amended so as
Inclu l
year- - f age.
those over twenty-on- e
The house then took a r.
until
o'clock in the evening.
At tho
night session Chief Clerk Martin, of
the council. Informed :nv I use thai
the council had passed amend"!
council bill No. Ca. an ai t providing
for the settle, ntnt of dir; ited acL'poll
counts of e.licliil.
otloll of
Mr. Hop the rales of the h t
were
susp- - r.ded and amended ci ancll bid
No. 6i was read the nist a- I second
.line by title and refe.rtd t he committee on Judiciary.
The house then adjournuntil .
o'clock Friday afternoon.
N"j
65 on' i'el ' th-Council bill
time of the council an ye-- ' day afternoon.
It passed tin l t ly, Wi'.h
, do nil
amendments
which. .,o
Th-bdestiothe effect of the 1. L
provides t1' .1 the d.s: :t court
may appoint n expert a.i" ntant t
'
audM the ulsputed
f public utile! tis and make a c 'it upon
the .,me, after w hirh sui I. Cisputel
tlill be stURd m ouit.
A quartet,
of Messrs.
computed
l.
Coul 1, Washburn, Seoit i. I
will sing at the hum !lnw entertainment ut tile Com Rational
church Tuea-- ly evening. M h 0th

l.

IKON olF. IN I AN
A very remarkMar. 1
able a.seovery of Iron or has been
l
Wenty
ab' tit
miles eist of
l.ia

nit Attlui
aieird.ng

The !ton bearing area,
averages
about tine1 miles In width and six
Vin lei.g.h
1: is in sheet f jimation
so that it
ti. jr the sufra.-e- ,
ai d
can be quarried, and no underground
work will be iieces-arMu'h of It
lies Hiliout coveiing of any kind
A l&'Se
number of test pits
been sunk -- t different points In the
dlstriit. and tliey have shown a
thiikness of siratitied vein running
from eufht to twenty-liv- e
feel. According to Th .iiia- - K Wells an
1
iiUi. r. u ho visi ed
the
plai
in- d - rn
' fi yield two hun-d,f
i
jn'i'i.i.
intfh grade m
I

geo.-tgists-

'

fv:

Santa Fe.

Ft Ht
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KENT Furnished
buildli . 303S

Urant
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DEALE'R IN
New and Second Hand

.

I

tr

rooms.
itnilroad

n

Kvesybody
U requested to b
Id
the oiiera house by 8:10 for '
T.illle." It la a piece of all emutlon
g
and
i tlrj.
real
Kindly remain quiet.

MATTRESSES

Household Goods,
Stoves, Ranges,
Chinaware, Crockery.

Made Over, Upholster
Ing and Picture Framing.
All Work Guaranteed.

and 310 South Second Street f

Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private"
Dining Room in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily.

ri!ta

K you want

in ajvertiiing,
:r an Evening Citlie- - araot ad.
Coming "Out v,rst."

Under voy J1 citesl
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor
Convenience - Comfort - Security
. Thf telephone makes tbe

4(fr lighter, the cares

THURSDAY.

TOC NEED A TBXEPIIOXE IX YOCR HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

HANDSOME
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Household Goods of Every Description

CARNIVAL

DEER

Club

BaaaaaaBaa

I

Q

Cathedral, Commercial

Alvarado,

MAHARA'S

Mngi-ro-

George Washington 'A'ji
foment with being Majoi
tVe city iund and
of
snatcher for the Iuke Cit i
bliion Leing encouraged
sueet-sseIn
lili.g stray
tney bark at bun. War i
i Ifc'her tilings.
Thia morning when !':
ju t deer got ii. to II.
lure In oil Albuquerque.
K iinlmling
blilliesonn
o'
with a p.nr of kind fat-eWar J saw his opportii'-icoiling liis trustly lui.it

leas

vim

May-nan-

US; )

telephone
Tha
preaertes)
your health, prolongs roar Ufa
and protect your home.

and the worries fewer.

ELKS OPERA HOUSE I

i

TRIES TO
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S"Sr

nerve-rtrainin-

ill

D06 CATCHER

V

ALBUQUERQUE, N. Kl.
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CITY

Furniture Repaired,

FURNITURE

j 315

Jonathans. Wiresaps and Human
Heauty applm ..n sale at Km It Honsv
South hond tree!.

2t

1

oiu--a- i

IIHli),

t

Musical

. .

French Bakery . .
202 East Railroad Ave.

Susie's Band

un-

gave' l'l its- -

5c,

U. N. M. Dramatic Club at Casino

FRIDAY NIGHT

KTar

ami $100

OUT WEST

ii

-

jjChas. L. Keppeler

chase. Whut followed la best described In his own lunguage:
"Foh the Lwd sakes! Ah run dat
deer aroun' dat pasture
and free
times Ah tried to loaso him but
every
time de lasso went to da spot where
he deer waa, he waa
somewhere,
else.
Ah thought de
waa wll'
until a man said it waader
Frank Hub-beU- 'e
an' Ah let him take it up.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

ALLIES ARE OPPOSED

s

i:k iti i: liiM ovi itv
l

M

iif..a.

SIIJ

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

0CCCCtKOO

Negotiations With Managers Abruptly
Terminated and 50,000 Men on 42
Western Roads Will Decide on
Next Momentous Step.

n-- I

III ., OP

The Bank of Commerce

TO EMPLOYES OF RAILROAD

irii-i- r

white and verms martin.
ed

QUESTION OF STRIKE LEFT

!

MU

Metal Crib
Thes3

Ar-mij- o.

s

should bet fitting accom
panimcnt to all that important person's belongings. Nothing is more
comfortable, sanitary and
safe than a

other coming right afterwards.
This
kept up most of the way along the
come in
sea and It was a constant
'bang,
bang,' with an accompanying
roar.
A Wel(-Mad- 3
Wire Mattress
and
For stretches the track was ' completely covered by the sea.
"At one place our train stopped for
completes this desirable piece. Sides drop down to allow
five hours while the wrecker ahead
put In poles along the track to bolthe little one to creep into and out of the crib without
ster It up while we passed over it.
being lifted.
In another place we waited
three
hours for the workmen ahead to
make the track safe to pass over.
Come in and see tfcem on out floor
After being held up for eight hours In
all and after a long spell of uneasiness by all passengers aboard, we
passed the sea and had smooth sailing for the rest of the way with the
exception of part of the way heie
308-31- 0
from Tucson, when we had a hot box
Railroad Avenue
Staab Building
and had to run slowly."
There were fully fifteen through
passengers on train No. 8 who slept
on the train In the local union depot 9O6O9O0O6O0O0OO6OOOOO4FO6O9OO0O0O9O0O9O9OO6O9OtOQO0O0
yards, and who were compelled to remain over here until 2:40 yesterday
afternoon, when Wednesday's train
left for the east as yesterday's train
on time.
Puts System Into Your Business
Many of them were heard to make
most unkind remarks about the Inconvenience imposed upon them by
HEN you pay all bills by check, your buslnesa la recorded
the long layover here, which wis
accurately.
caused by the leaving of the stub
Each Item showa for Itself. There la a cortrain Wednesday in compliance wl:h
rect record of all receipts and expenditure In your back
the state commission's law, and ths
book.
fact that the Sunset express, due to
Fpr every bill you pay, you get a receipt. Tou have positive
leave at 1:25 in the morning, was late
proof that you paid each obligation.
also.
We give the same careful attention to both large and small
accounts.
.
uTJWI
hit areas

After
several postponements a
hearing was yesterday given in the
lnw offices of Catron & Gortner at
Santa Fe ,ln the matter of an application to file Information in quo warranto against Jose Leon Madrll, a
member of the board of commissioners of Santa Fe county. Judge John
It. McKie presided over the hearing,
which resulted In the granting of permission to file Information showing
cause why the defendant should not
be disqualified. The proceedings were
largely taken up with a discussion by
counsel of the validity of that section
of the statutes which applies to the
disqualification of persons who have
been sentenced for crime of any kind.
The defendant was at one time sentenced to a term of ten months' Imprisonment
for larceny.
It was
claimed by counsel for the defense
that subsequent legislation had ren1.
Chicago, March
Negotiations
dered this section inoperative.
between the railroad managers and
the trainmen and conductors
were
abruptly
an
wllhwut
terminated
WIFE MURDERER
agreement being reached.
The question of the greatest strike
In railroad history lsnow up to ths
Committees representing
GONZALES INSANE men.
men on forty-tw- o
railroad sys-te- n
throughout the west Itft the
city Wednesday night carrying with
A preliminary
hearing In the case them strike ballots to be voted on.
of Crescendo Gonzales, whose brutal
About fifteen days will be required
murder of his wife at their home to take a secret ballot.
That tho
near OJo Sarco, waa detailed in a re- vote will be in tavor
of
the
cent Issue of The Kvening Citizen, compromise offered by acciiMtiii
the railroads
was held at Tlerra Amarllla on Mon- Is not expected.
day before Justice of the Peace
The ballot places before the men
The hearing developed the fact the two questions whether
they shall
that Gonzales was hopelessly Insane accept
the offer or place the authorand he was bound over to await the ity to order
a strike in the hands of
action of the grand Jury. He is at their executive
oflicers.
present confined In the county Jail at
a
If
vote Is carried .the
strike
Tlerra Amarllla.
will again put the matter up to

"If you should receive a call from
a man, with a snow white beard
braided and done up In rags and flowing white hair reaching to his shoulders, wearing a pair of blue overalls
and a Jumper, the latter covered by
a heavy leather coat, that man will
be the Kansas hermit.
Hugh
Col.
Cameron, who says thut he Is on his
way to New Mexico to see
Hoss of Kansas."
This was the dlscrlption
E.' R.
Leis, depot advertising agent for the
Santa Fe, gave of the Kansas hermit FRANK CHEW, CELESTIAL,
this morning at the Alvarado.
Mr.
Leis is a nephew of Senator ltoss. He
visited the hermit on his farm near
WEDS AMERICAN
Lawrence, Kas., about, a year ago,
and found this very eccentric personage interesting in the extreme.
General Cameron has a farm a few
miles from Lawrence worth between
GIRL
$8,000 and $10,000, and has money
In the bank, and unlike most hermits,
he craves company and Is un Interesting conversationalist.
"This trip he is about to make to The Bride's Name Is Emma
see Senator Hon is not being made
on the spur of the moment.
The
E. Culver-Bo- th
From
hermit has been considering it for
more than a year.
He spoke of it
Los Angeles.
at the time of my visit to him, and
he spoke of it in the most
and confident way.
The walk
will be easy,' he told me," continued
Frank 11. Chew, a native of China,
was united
in marriage
Mr. Lets.
at 2:30
"I asked him if he wasn't afraid o'clock this afternoon by Justice of
Craig
George
the
Peace
at his office
that he would not be able to make
the trip; that possibly he might die In precinct 26 to Miss Emma K. Culver, a pretty American girl.
Hoth
en route.
" 'So much the better,' replied the parties arrived here
this morning
acMiss
from
the
waa
Culver
hermit. 'It will attract all the more companied north.
an elderly woman, who
attention.
That's what 1 am mak- might have bybeen
her mother.
ing the trl for to attract attention
Chew and the woman applied for
to the wrong done the man who
marriage
license
the
at the lierna-- I
saved the United States government i
court house this mornfrom the greatest calamity that could ing. county
mistook the district clerk's
happen to a country that of having oftice They
for that of the probate clerk.
(ts president impeached.' "
They
were
much surprised to learn
Gen. Hugh Cameron was In the
it is necessary fur the prope live
gallery of the United States senate thut
bri ie U appear In person when the
when Senator ltoss voted against the license U
and Chew was comimpeachment of Andrew
Jolmio i, pelled to rei iiii to Aitiinjuer.i'ie for
president of the United States.
J
the young wurian before the
Two weeks ago The Citizen receiv- document was iwuei.
ed a dispatch from Kansas City, sayChew i 2n ye's oil
his bride
ing that Gen. Hugh Cameron was is St. He s hi.i nrently
o
there and that he was preparing for Chinaman. H: (our U cropped close
a pilgrimage toAlbmiutrijue for the and ho was dressej in the latest cut
r of t.iilor m ide . lollies.
special purpose of visiting
The bride Is
ltoss.
The hermit gave out an In- i blonde. I'jth live In Los Angeles.
w,,l di part for that city this
terview In a Kansas City paper how-lu- g They
He
the plans of his trip.
i e enink.
TMj Is the second license Issued
going to waik all the way. Then ha
a Chlnam-tan i Caui-asinin the
appear in print utia.n m lei turn.
of the probate clerk's oftice.
lef. ne an oid set'J.rs' meeting h1'!
year
was
ago
a
issued
lirst
last
in Kansas City.
The i.ut he; K of J'l'he
w inter.
him he had n a h. .1 Ti p. ka sci Govj
ernor H uh, of Kais. ii.
written
u r i ..nuii. i,.i, . - In m on his mi:xic.x (tti ii i: now
him a
KI.ING II Vl( trsi I i.
P.
l
i
M
Then
Senator
trip
et
Vera Cruz. Jl.it, Mar. J. The
before the
makes li.s appearance
gathering
of
work
th
coffee crop
Kansas state legislature and receive
this country Is n''
in full operaanother le'te'. of commendation from In
tion and most o' t will be ga'.her-e- d
the lieutenant governor of Kansas.
before the . ud of
coming
Mr. Leis says that he does not beweek. According to reports the crop
lieve that the hermit will make th
average
good
l.e
will
a
one.
but it
tr.p on foot, but that some of thee
fine New Mexico evenings he .vill will be another month yet before
figures
be
given
in
aecu'.ite
ca'i
drop off of a Santa Ku train arriving
to the number of bags harvestfrom tha east.
ed. The price of Mexican corfee wi.l
be Inllu.iiiid to
considerable extent by pries that Urazillan niffte
NATHAN BARTH IS IN
will bring In the New York ms.'-ke- l.

nt i. men's rriiiiK assocla-.1- 1
.okl the irst of a aerie, i.f

t'Mnic raring event at Traction Park
hi-- ti
the fol'.ouing program
S.it. !.iy,
,il be carried out :
I ir- -t lUuv.
1
3' Trot
llluntrlou M.ii-1- . owned

r--

Clara Starr, who conducts a
photograph gallery at 216 West Gold
avenue, is In a deal of legal tangle
over cameras, lenses, negatives and
paraphernalia,
other photographic
which she says she purchased from
J. G. Showey and wife last January.
J"he Showells are now in charge of
the Moon studio on Hallroad avenue.
They were formerly In the picture-makin- g
business on Fourth street, between Gold and Railroad avenues.
As a result of the differences that
exist between the Showells and Mrs.
Starr over the purchase of the above
mentioned goods and chattels, which
includes the good will of the Showell's former business as well as its
appurtenances, all kinds
of legal
remedies have been afloat and It is
to
hinted there are more
come.
The Showell's sued out a writ of
replevin before Justice W. W.
of precinct 13 to recover the
property, which was In the possession
of Mrs. Starr at her Gold avenue
gallery. They claimed there was a
$45 payment due on It, which had not
been liquidated. Assistant Chief Kennedy served the replevin writ and removed the goods to the city hall. Subsequently Mrs. Starr put up a bond
of )1&0 for the property and it was
hauled back to her gallery.
Mrs. Starr is highly indignant over
this proceeding.
Also she declares
she is entitled to the possession of
certain negatives, title having, passed
under a bill of sale which Ae Rays
she secured at the time she purchased
the outfit. She declares that she sustained losses on account of being denied the possession of the negatives
with which to make pictures from.
Then, too, she says damages accrue
to her because of the wreck to the
studio, from which the goods were
taken on the replevin writ. More
legal proceedings.
The replevin pult Is set to come up
before Justice McClellan next Wednesday.

TRACKS

Passengers.

gated by Showell's
Mrs.

PACIFIC

Waves Washed Against Cars, Causing
'Consternation Among

-

Lawrence Lee, the university stu-ewho had Antonio Samora and
Salvador Garcia arrested for taking
a double-barrele- d
shotgun from him
by force last Sunday afternoon, north
f the American Lumber company,
appeared before Justice of the Peace
Salvador, In Kanchos da Atrisco, th's
morning, and waived preliminary
(tearing on a charge of assault wlin
a deadly weapon. He was bound
over to await the action of the grand
jury in the sum of $200. The bond
was promptly furniRhed. It was signed by Frank A. Hubbell, who happened by while the proceedings were
in progress.
City Clerk Harry Lee,
ancle of Lawrence Lee, was with the
young student.
Lee was arrested yesterday morning at the university, where a constable from Justice Salvador's court
served a warrant upon him at assembly time before the university students.
The warrant was sworn nit
by Samora, who" will be given a preliminary hearing In the matter of tha
larceny charge In Judge Craig's court
at 2 o'clock tomorrow afternoon.
It Is regarded as significant that
Lee's arrest followed the Incident "f
last Sunday afternoon, when Lee and
Clancy had a difficulty with Samora
They were driving In
and Garcia.
a cart and the two natives, they declare, tried to run them down from
behind with a vehicle.
Lee and Clancy were on a hunting
jaunt.
They had an unloaded shotgun In the cart.
When the native
tried to drive over them. Lee Jumped
from the cart, leaving the gun in the
possession of Clancy.
Samora and
Garcia, he says, climbed out of the
vehicle In which they were riding.
When Samora drew a knife he retreated to the cart and secured the
empty gun, but he says he did not
point it at the natives.
Lee has only
one hand, and while his attention
was directed toward Samora, Garcia
wrenched the fowling piece from his
hand and struck him over the head
with the barrel.
"I was knocked backward several
feet," Lee declared, in relating the
circumstance
before
he left tor
Atrisco this morning.
attempt
"Samora made an
at me
with the knife, when Clancy interfered and prevented
Thon
him.
Garcia struck at me again With tin
shotgun, but his reach was too sh i:t
Falling
and the weapon missed me.
In this, he deliberately cocked both
barrels of the gun, pointed It at me
and snapped them.
He thought the
gun was loaded, but it was not. If
it had been I would certainly have
been shot down, because Garcia was
only a few feet distant when he cov- red me with the gun.
"The statement that Clancy was
also served with a warrant Is a mistake.
The natives were not trying
to drive past us, either.
There was
plenty of room for them to get past;
they did not have to crowd us out of
the road at all.
"After snapping the gun at me
Garcia and Samora climbed back Into
the vehicle and drove on, turning
back to call us names and laugh derisively at us.
They kept poB.sessI i
f the gun."

The Baby's Be;!
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PAPER
AssIstantChlef Kennedy Takes
Camera. Lenses and Things.
From Mrs. Starr.
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FAGK StA.
f the rules prcparntory to Its
Mr. Dalles then moved the
of the bill, which motion pre,a!tge
vailed. Mr. Sargent dissenting.
The
wns
.ote
II nves, 1 nny.
House bill No. 20, for the building
if a brick wall, stable and sidewalks
it the Hants Fe county Jail by convict labor, was read the first and second time by title and referred to the
committee on territorial affairs.
, relative to the
House bill No.
delivery of telegraph messages, was
read the first and second time by
pns-wg-

BILL TO ABOLISH

MOUNTED POLICE
PasscdJIHouso by Vote of
Thirteen to Ten -- One
Absentee.
CAUSED

FLOW

OF ORATORY

dovncil Considering Measure to
Provide For Settlement of
Disputed Accounts.

tiik council.

I'lh lay

Mumini Scweon.
r'puhllan mcm-er- e
raurui of the delayed
of the council
that Imdy
for half an hour In convening. It was
Mnally culled to order nt 10 40 o'clock
by I'resldent splesa. The chaplain offered the Invocation and the chief
clerk read the roll, all answering
present. I'pon motion of Mr. t 'haves, seconded and carried, the journal
wu approved without reading.
y
Heveral petitions were presented
M..
the prealdent from Clayton. N.
slgna-ture- a
1&00
and vicinity, heating
urging the passnge of Mr.
atplcaa'
ohl The comr.nance.
Mr. Sargent
mittee on
on
chairman,
favorably
reported
4
council Mil No. 2. an act for the assessment of hank slock and defining
the duties of the boird of equalisation
la this rniilter. I'non motion, duly
seconded a'ld carried, the report was
adopted.
The committee on railroads. Mr.
Iucan rh.ilrmnii. reported favorably
un bouse hill No. ti. an act relating
Is the sale of Intoxicating li'iuors
and recommended that the bill be
amended to become effective April 1
Instead of immediately after I' passage I'pon motion, duly srconloj and
arrted. the reort of the committee
was adopted.
The following new t ils were introduced:
Council bill No. TO, b
President
Spiess. an act to amend section 1,
chapter t, of the
of the 14th
legislative aasemhly, relative to the
condemnation vf property
for the
purpose of :owirig railroads to bui' )
rttenalon", switches and tetmlnal
A

e.

title and referred to the committee
on rnilroads. Mr. "ameron wanted to
pas the bill under suspension of the
rule, but withdrew his motion when
it was opposed by President Spless,
who temporarily
took the floor
against a suspension of the rules
House bill No. IS, an act relative
to the duties of the auditor, was read
the first time by title and In full on
Its second reading, and was referred
to the committee on finance.
House bill No. 4. an act relative
to the taxing of telegraph lines, was
read the first and second time by
title and ordered referred to the committee on railroads
House bill No.
. relative
to the
serving of processes by sheriffs, was
rcsd the first and second time by title
and ordered referred to the committee on finance.
House bill No. 1I. relative to the
recording of chattel mortgages, was
read the first time hy title and the
second time In full and referred to
the committee on judiciary
House bill No. IK. an art for the
fixing of the time for holding the
sessions of the district court for otero
and other counties, was read the first
"nd second time by title and the third
time in full and passed the council by
unanimous vote iitii motion of Mr.
Dalles.
Mr. Cameron tben moved thsl the

council take a recess until this after
noon at 2 3 o clock, at w hich lime
council bill No. S. sn act Introduced
esterdiy by President tiple- -, providing for the sett lament jf contested
accounts of public offVtal. would be
made the special order of business.
This motion prevailed.
Just as the council went Into recefs
message fioin the governor was
f-.tiled with the chief werk.
t

radius of two miles from the office
whTe received.
I'pon motion of Mr. Hench, the bill
then passed the house by a viva voce
t ti
Amended house bill No. OS. an net
providing for the serving of executions or processes, was favorably reported by the committee on Judiciary.
Mr. Holt chairman. I'pon motion, duly
seconded and carried, the report of
was
on Judlcljry
the committee
adopted. The amendments w.re then
and upon motion, duly seconded
rad
ind carried, they were adopted. The
bill as amended was then reid in full
the third t'me and upon motion. It
pa wed the house by unanimous vote.
. House bill No. 101 wsa reported
hv t h - aum.. eommlttee with the rec
ommendation that It be not passed,
for the
but that a house substitute
I'pon
bill be accepted by the house
motion, iluly seconded and carried.
was'
the report of the committee
I
adopted.
The substitute bill was lead the first '
and seconu time by title nod In full
on Its third reading l'pn motion,
duly seconded, tl.e house passed the '
subst.'ute bill. I'pon motion of Mr.
Holt, ti.e original bill was then tbl-- l
indefinitely by unanimous vote of the
the house.
The committee on Judiciary retorted unfavorably on hous- bill
No 47. an act to amend the Sinay
t'pon motion, duly sMr.nded
law.
and carried, the report was adopted.
motion yt Mr Hupe. the house
I'xn
tote. I unafiirnousi) t" '.able the bill
indefinitely.
House bill No. i0. an act relative j
to suits again county officers, pro
vldlng that iiey shall he brought In
the same county In which the offi-- 1
il Is oldlng office, was reported unfavorably by the commit''-- on Judi-c'rI'por. motion, djly seconded
and carried, the ret ort of the com- I'pon motion.
mlttee was adopt-aduly seconded, 'ma bill was tabled in- by .viva voce vote.
No. HO, an act relative
House
..j
tuv ii.uiiih i iiini i ihkt-- '
JustM.s of the peace, was also reported favorably by the same commlt- e and upon motion, duly seconded
snd carried, the report was adopted.
Hv a viva voce vote, the house tabled
this bill In. I. 'finitely.
Council bill No. 13. an act smllar
to house bill No. mi. providing for
by
the issuing of marriage licences
Justices of the peace, was reported
unfavorably by the same committee
anil upon motion, duly seconded and
carried, the report was adopted. Ity
unanimous vote the house tabled this
bill Indefinitely.
The committee on Judiciary reported unfavorably on council bill No.
11. by Mr. Sulzer, an net to repeal
chapter
of the laws of 1".', relative
to a special levy by county commissioners for feeding Jail prisoners. After considerable ittscusslcai participated In by Mr. Holt. Mr. Hudspeth
ind Mr. Kuppe. the report of the
committee was adopted by the house.
Mr. Kuppe. ufter the bill hail
the third time In full, moved that
it be tabled IndWiiitely, which motion
prevailed.
Mr. Holt then nuked for unanimous
the vote by
ninsent to
hUh council bil No. 12 had passed
the house on the previous day. The
house voted to reconsider this bill.
This Is an net for the encouragement
smelters,
of beet sugar
factories.
broom factories, etc by exempting
years.
six
them from taxation for
I'pon motion of Mr. Holt, the house
voted to
the bill to the committee on finance. The bill was
to the committee.
Mr. Holt explained that the reason
.
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EVEIOO CITIZEN.
xotice ron rcnMCATio.

SHORT TALKS BY
L. T. COOPER.

Department of the Interior, United
States Lajid Office.
Santa Fs. H. M.. Jan. II. ItM.
Notice Is hereby given that Lts
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CAPITAL.

the

Sec 11.
iSX- - Kange IE., and that said

p.
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. .

$100,000.00

SURPLUS FUND

will be made before 1L W. 8.

20,000.00

United SUtes court commis-slooe-r.
at Albuquerque. N. M., on

March t. 17.
He names the following witnesses
o prove his continuous residence
spon, and cultivation of. the land,
vis:
Leandro Jaramlllo. Jesus Garcia.
Donaclano Gullerres
and Manuel
Outierres. all of Carpenter. N. M.
MANUEL IU OTERO.
Register.

With ample Capital, Conservative Management and Representative
Board of Directors we are prepared to offer unexcelled facilities
for the transaction of all legitimate branches of Banking
Business.
O. N. MARRON. President;

HERN'DON, Cashier;

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe. N. M., Jan. 15. 107.
Notice Is hereby given that Eduar-d- o
Carter of Chillil. N. M.. has filed
notice of his Intention to make final
five-yeproof In support of hts
claim, vlx: Homestead
entry No.
752 made Jan. 1. ISO!, for the EH
NE14, Sec 11, Tp. N..
E.. NW
NW14, Sec 7. and SW14 SWt. Sec
. Tp. IN., Range 7E.. and that said
proof will be made before H. W. &
Otero, United States court commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
March 5. ltS7.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation ot the land,
sis:
Miguel Apodaca, Pablo Beldonado,
Ctdllo Montoyo and Celso Cartsr, all
of Chilllt. N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

ltH

J

Wholesale Grocers

ar

NOTICE

Wm. FARR. Vice President; J.
ROT McDONALD. Assistant Cashier.

PUBLICATION--.

XOTICE

Wool, Hide aod Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior. United
Elates Land Office.
Santa Fe. N. M.. J'.a. 15. ISO 7.
Kotlce is hereby lven that Carloa
Orlego of Carpenter. N. M.. has filed J
notice of hi intention to make final
five-yerroof In support of r'.s
claim, via:
entry Ni.
Homestead
made July 17.
for the
97.
SV V, NWW, SWSi
SW4, Sec 1.
and N H SE4. Sec 1. T. SN.. Range
IK., and that said pr of will be made
Lefore the United states Court Com- - '
e.
mlssloner. H. V. s. Otero, at
N. Sa.. on March 5, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upot , and cultivation of, the land,
vis:
Venceslado Grlego Jose Armenta,
Hitfael Orlego and
Jose Orlego y
Oarcla. all ot Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
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ade borer
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MS Unfa Marri. . Ittf.
naasee the f ".owing vHs
thia. Jat a ?ie
nrer
Ma
nay hit a asrsV ie
eaUaeno
pea. ant vwUrraUoa et ttse lead,
ia the hloow us
via:
kidaeys Vavrw't
Carlos lepea. rsdetice Lopes, rsn-stl- n
tskew ear of.
h kidaeyt
r.arcla aad Lata Oarcla y Uar-el- a.
sM of Carpenter. K. nu
srea't ta blessa.
I "serf ! think
MANUEL. R. OTERO.
4WS...I. v.M.sr.
they wrrt,
Register.
I lac-- v better it's I Hit over worked ntsd
KOTTCB roil rCBUCATIO.
over cs rmxi stomach ivie the kidaeyt
pal Ic its work snd th kidstys aoa't do Department of the Interior.
United
lound this out with trooper's New
States LaaS Office.
Pisoovery. It pats the tonsch in shape,
Ban
la re. K. kf Jtn. It. 1 1ST.
that's all it does, aad yet I hsvs seen
Notice la hereby given that Joe
thoasand of pc-piget rid of rhcutaatisoa
Ortega
hy taking it. Iltst is why I in positivs)
r Oarcla of Carpenter. N. lithat rhen:uatism is caused by stomach nes filed notice of his Intention to
make
I
final fire-yeproof In en p port
troul . Here it a tarn pis of letters I
of his claim, via: Homeetead entry
ct rrery city on the subject.
No.
7I
made inly It. ISM. for
"I or a lon time I hsvs been a victim
of sostics and iollsmojstory rheamatism, the BE
8KH. Bee. tl. Tm. IS N,
Range
aad lot ana
sad uy ttiffcrin bst beta to (rest to
NslK,
or weeks I Ity helpless with See. I. and lot 4, See. 1. Tp.
ge
Sat., and that salt proof will
ever joint is my body to leader aad tors
that I coulj not bear to move. The slight- - be made before United Stat Court
" toucu would causa sss the greatest Commissioner H. W. 8. Ote rex at Alsiloav. Several doctors treated mo but buquerque. N. al., on March S. 1MT.
1 tried many
tbey failed entirely.
He names tbe following wltnesaes
dies but tothing teemed to reach my case, to prcve
his continuous residence
to I continued to Isy helpless. My kid- - upon, and cultivation et tbe land,
neyt and stomach were sfTeeted also. I rls:
eoulj eat but little, diftett lets aad frsdo-all- y
Veneeslade Grlego. Jos Armtnta,
my ttrenth left. I lost Beth rapidly." flafael Grlego and Carlos Ortega, ail
"I befsa the use rd the ftmcas Cooper of Carpenter. N. kf.
meaficinet of which I heard to much. To
M1HUEL H. OTERO.
my
and delight I improved
Register.
and after uin
o
bottle
I felt like another person. My ttrent!i
NOTICE X)K PUIILICATIOX.
and appetite returned. Th- - psin and to.e-neDepartment
of the Interior. United
left me and ens I fee! better thsa I
States Land Office.
hsve f ir mcct'.s." I.swnrnce Tacany,
1122 Alc'ri-- h Ave., Ncrth, Miuncapolit,
Santa Fe. N. M., Jan. 15, 197.
ir
Kotlce s hereby given that
Minn.
Oarcla of Carpenter, N. M.,
We sell Mr. Coopier't celebrated prepahis filed notice of his intention to
make final five-yerations.
proof In support
of his claim, vis: Homestead entry
for his request was that the council No. 29. made May 1, 10(. foi the
SW4. Sec 0.
hnd amended the bill to read 'Meet Tp. NW14 and
N.. Range SE., and that said
sugar factories." but In some places It
proof will be made before H. W. 8.
appeared us "Sugar beet factories."
This amendment was made and the Otero United States court commisfinance committee reported favorably sioner, at Albuquerque. N. M., on
substitute bill containing the desir- March S, 1907.
ed changes.
names the following wltnei
The substitute bill was read the to He
prove his continuous residence
first and second time by tltit and In upon,
and cultivation of. the Und.
full on Its third reading. I'pon motion of Mr. Holt, the substitute bill vis:
Candelarlo Roll, Pedro Garcia y
then passed the house, the vote being
unanimous.
Oarcla. Jose Griego and Lois Garcia
A meeting of the Judiciary commity Garcia, all of Carpenter. N. M.
tee was announced to immediately
MANUEL. R OTERO.
follow adjournment as was a meeting
Kegiater.
of the committee on education.
A meeting of the committee on terNOTICE 1XH mEXJCATtOS.
ritorial affairs and of the committee
on railroads was announced for :i0
a. m. snd 10:30 a. m. Thursday morn- Department of the IaterV
ing. The house then adjourned until
Office- States
Land
Tl
the following day at 2 p. m.
Santa Fe. X. M
Notice ts kps
jSsTJ- Jinso of Cars- tVtaa
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lieve thai all h Proof will
pais aad Irowble Otero.

TIIK HOI sr..
17th Day Aftcrtxs w Scwlon.
Pursuant
to adjournment.
the
met yesterit.i) afternoon at 2:30
l.iue
o'clock, fpeak' . Itara In tr.. cTtilr.
. offered tfc" Invocation
The rha
and the c'.ief clerk read the roll, nil
present, except Mr. I.ucero
answerl'
y M 'Mo,u, r.iiMit owing to Illness.
The journal
ai ordered approved
ithoui reading on motion duly seconded and cairled. Following the Introduction of a number of bills, house
Ka read the first ;..id sec-- :, bill No. 4", by Mr. Mlrabal. an act
Tte bill by
the abolishment of the mounted
time
title and in 'u'l on Its 'or
police force, reported favorably by
third reading under suspension of the th(
finance committee, Mr. Holt
rules. I'pon motlor. ut Mr. Chaves
came up on Its third readthe council y unnulmous vote then chairman,
ing.
There was considerable opposipassed the bill.
to
tion
this
till and speeches were
Council bll :o. 71. by Mr. Murray
by request. ,n act to amend section made by Mr. Holt. Mr. Ileach. Mr.
Hudspeth. Mr. Kuppe, Mr. Mullins,
chenter SO. session laws of
of Colfax. Mr. Abbott of
r lull e to county affairs. The bill Mr. Ab'iott
Mr. Studley and others.
Santa
"vaa read the first and second time by The billFe,was
read the third time pretitle ii nd ordered translated, printed paratory to passage,
the report of the
on
and referred to the committee
having
committee
adapted
, by a vote of 13 ayesfirst been
county and county lines.
10 nays. The
and
Council bill No. "2, by Mr. Murray, bill then passed
the house by roll call
an act to amend section 23K3 of the vote,
nhlch remained as above stated
Uws of 197 and section 1. of the
oposms;
Those
the passage of this
same lnwa, relative to changes of
venue. The bill was read the first and bill were: Mr. Abbott of Colfax. Mr.
second time by title and ordered Dentiiston. Mr. Hudspeth, Mr. Martin
Moran, Mr. Mullins. Mr. Kuppe,
translated, printed and referred to the Mr.
Mr. Studley, Mr. Trujlllo
and Mr.
committee on judiciary- Walters. I'.efore the bill passed. Mr.
A message from the house was reAbbott of Santa Fe, moved to amend
ceived :
by striking out section two,
Chief Clerk Staplin of the house In- the bill provides
that the governor
formed the council that the house which
had passed house bill No. 20. an act shall offer a standing reward of 1100
providing for the building of a brick for the apprehension of criminals,
wall, stable and sidewalks at the and section 3, which provides for a
county Jail of Santa Fe county: also special levy for a reward fund. This
amendment was adopted, the vote
house bill No. 6. relative to the de- Being
as above.
livery of telegraphic messages; also
As the bill now stands It contains
house bill No. S3, an act relative to only
section 1, which provides for the
the duties of the auditor; also house abolishment
of the mounted police,
bill No.
relative to the serving of and
4, which contains the ensection
ON
processes by the sheriffs of counties;
acting
clause.
nlao house substitute for house bill
Following the passage of the bill,
No. 101, relative to the recording of
house took a recess of 15 minutes
chattel mortgages; also house bill No. the
to receive
Miguel A.
ranrosjs
13. an act fixing the time or holding Otero
and other visitors. A full report HANM K KAIt 0 IMIOI ITS Jl r the i.a'sas'
district court In Otero and other counthe proceedings will be published
ASsKlt. HIT t'llAIM.tLS AUK TO era! f-- L
.V.es to cap
ties; also house bill No. 4, relative of
- n in tomorrow's Issue of this paper.
w by gn-ovis"to the taxing of telegraph lines.
ti
the
The following bills came up . for
x
nvi
K IN IMIft MV THI S
ISM
do much to
-i
TIIK COl'MII..
third reading preparatory to passage:
ui-eC,rrp
.o
r
a para- iii"mi:nt
tMi:
House bill No. 5. relative to the
87th Day Afternoon Srliin.
'
'
sale f liquors on trains The amendMill'.
rivt residential
After a recess until 2:30 oclock
ments proposed by the committee this afternoon, the council
were read and upon motion of Mr.
n
all members present, and
Sjswlal C..rrp..t.de"
'ameron. seconded und carried, they
considerating council bill No.
U,M(l '
ss.j
yirk
were adopted. Mr. Cameron then li. act providing for the settlement theWashitgf.n.
in tkx hmks.
;
fact
lr.s
bill
the'
be
'
In
moved that
full the f disputed accounts of public
read
Arranging t he railroads Into groups.
'
ere
third time. The bill was read by the
t hat the Increased per
r
.ssssr g .!!. ii' itx it l found ngs
chief clerk and passed the coi cll as
In 19i$ is about as
of earn!
:h
amended by unanimous vote, upon the
'
TIIK
HOI
!K
"' !
l'
r"'"
it
motion of Mr. Cameron.
:e
e
me..,
c.Trim-icHay
Increased
Ssth
h.mii.
tWr
nf inuarr- Afirnvina
Council bill No. 42, an act for the
ej
ty th rum- per cent.
KranSiHS. I'rbrwary Tl.
assessment of bank stock, etc.. was
IS
carriers if the I'nlteJ Statt--In--t A'ttniacile coal group.
read in full the third time and upon
Following the Introdu. :
S.
Trur.k lines
a substantial
uI th'r n
motion of Mr. Dalles passed the coun- blAs as publiehel m -t- Middle
freight
middle
western
and
anil p.iencil by unanimous vote.
t tie house took
i a.; ' g the line
group
6.7
The following bills then came up
the re-- rf
,f
fT J
'
r
In
Northwestern
and
-.
North
isJ
States
Pacific
the
I'niteJ
ufor first reading:
;..
H.
bill
group
are mida mill 1n affectJ.
b-- the
House substitute for- council bill
"
t'stnmr.g on the lith of Februa- Southern group
No. 12, an act for the encouragement
Is S
ry13.4
raising
the rate
committer. Southwestern group
of beet sugar factories, etc.. was read tj
- i as "Traffic ass.K:iatlons." hai'c
These figures show that the heavii knthe Brat. and second times by title. .f
se'V- - ' s
t
hoiding a conference in Chl-sg- i- est earnings have come from the
I'pon motion of Mr. Dalies, seconded
s-tdevelopment of trade and manufac- i
and carried, the bill was real
the Central freight axsocta-t.uda
I
t
- '
as a
eLf- - cmTT.
third time in full under
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"OLD RELIABLE."
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PUHL1CATION.

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
.Santa Pe, N. M., Jan. IS. 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Juan
Antonio Oarcla of Carpenter, N. M.,
has filed notice of his Intention to
make final five-yeproof In support
of his claim, vis: Homestead entry
No. 9197. made May 1, 1908. for the
SV4 SWK, Sec. 1. and
NWS4.
See. 30, Tp. tS., Range IE., and that
said proof will be made before H. W.
S. Otero, United States Court Com2
missioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
B,
March
107.
He names the following witnesses
to prove hts continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,

GRANDE

'

ESTABLISHED 1J73.

S. PUTNEY

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Stauls Groceries In
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE

ALBUQUERQUE. N. U.

wOsOsOwwwCSe7
Albuquerque Lumber Co.

OSeOeOeeKws

viz:

Fuustin Oarcla, Pedro Oarcla y
Oarcla, Carlou Lopes and Jose Orlego,
all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
FEE'S
CANDIES.

STOflE.

PEERLESS
AT

HOME-MAD-

WAL1 ON'8

DRUG

$

THE

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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A WOMAN'S
The-

If

II

(

K.

liilns Will
of T his llii.iicrilic

Aclii- -i mill
tlio dii--

( Itiiu-lis I iillouitl.
'"k lias many aches
woman's
and pains.
Most times 'Us the kidney's fault.
Backache is really kidney ache.
That's why loan s Kidney Pills
cure it.
Wm. SaiiKuinette. living at 41 j N.
Sixth t., Albuquerque, N. M.. says:
"My wife suffered a great deal with
pains In her buck, which became severe when necessity required even a
slight strain on the muscles of the
back. If she woul l sweep sne com
plained of her buck aching. Some
three years ago she was advised to
use Dunn's Kidney Pills and procured
a box. They afforded her quick and
genuine relief und from that time on
she lias appealed to tht-- us occasion
iniKlit require and ulwajis obtained
We are
most satisfactory results.
convinced that there is nothing more
effective for disordered kidnc)s than
Pills."
ll.tlll'l Kidney
For sale by all dealers. Price r.uc
Co., Huftalo, N. y.
sole uitcnts for the I'niled States.
mt'er the name Iinan's and
1 5
take no other.
l

A

1

1

Fostcr-Milbur-

n

A Valuable IjOssoii.
a valuable
"ix years ago I learned
k&sn," writes John Pleasant, of Mag
nolia. Ind. "I then began taking Dr.
King's New Life Pills, and the longer
I take them the better I find them.
They please everybody. Guaranteed
25c.
by all druggist.
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its Location

BELKN 1 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALIU'QI KP.QUE,
N. M. AT TIIK JUNCTION OF THU MAIN LINK OF
TIIK SANTA FE SYSTEM LEA l Mi EAST AND
WEPT FROM CHICAGO. KANSAS CITV. GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO RAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE EASTERN A'.,D NORTHERN
STATUS TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 IIUSINKSS AND RESIDENCE IJ TS. I:.xl40
i AND
FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD

'--

COME

TO

BELEN, N.

VI,

Future Railroai Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Bel- -i Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

I

STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 29 FEET WIDE. WITH
D GRAND
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING $14 000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1.500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
BELEN
ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
MERCANTILE
PATENT ROLLER MILL CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY: LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTEL'S, RESTAURANTS. ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE.
ITS
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY fN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.
k

VCw04004wO00
KtO0 009009090m0909000

The Belcn Town and Improvement
Compacy Are Owners of
Eklen Towns.te

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
jOHNBECe.Pt!;:

WM, M. BERBER,

n

KO40OK404K0KC

A
All,

H

Railway Center

V
H

I.IMITFD KXPKJXS, MAIL AND
I HEIGHT TRAINS OK THE SANTA FE WILL (JO
OVF.K THE MUN LINK TI1ROCGII TO I1KLEN, EAST
AM. WIsT, NORTH AND SOUTH.
FAST

H

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
TIIK CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.

n

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANMONEY
PURCHASE
TY
DEEDS.
ON NOTE,
S
MAY REMAIN
CASH.
WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR.

m
B
D
B

S.

Im-

ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

WITH

PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST I.oTS.
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ALBUQUERQUE
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LOCAL. AND

SHE

FLYING

XAX 314

WEST

01? MEN'S

RAILROADMyUX

$3.50 SHOES

They please the eye because they
are stylish nnd
Vou can
Ket them In any reliable leiilher you
pref.T Vlcl KM. Talent Colt, Velour
Calf nr Hox Calf. They are made by
the Ooodyear Welt process and feel
easy from the beginning. No breaking In required.
Considering their
style, wear and comfort you will find
them the most profitable shoes to buy
We shall be pleased to have you call
and examine our stock.

BRICHAM
Headquarters

C. N.
118-12-

2nd.

S.

0

for Coffee

Our Leaders The Celebrated Richelieu Coffees
Packages, 25o and 35o per lb.
1 lb. tins, 45c.

I

b.

8 --

tins, 85c.
lb .tins, $1.00.

Capitol Coffee
b.

bucket,

premium,

with

Golden Gate coffee
tins, 40c.
tins, 80c.
nothing like It In the city. Try

$1.00.

b.
b.

Something

unique
Bulk coffee, 20o to 40c

,Maw.ffa

GEO. W. BICKOX

can.

T. T. MAYXARD

CO.

HICKOX-AUYNAR- D

MEXICO'S

NEW

a

"MWMMilwaf

LEADING

JEWFLERS

Send in Your Watches ior Repairs
THE ARCH FRONT

SOUTH

SECOND

Wagner Hardware
Fourth and Railroad Avenue

&

I

ST.

Co.

No. 202

Rarebit

A

tobprorrlypnred4lioiild
bemnde
In a Mauniig, lio iiiiii Cnafing; Di.h.
Alwy;rv'y,llo OITyltw abuut Crc.
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uiltj,

Kaniilng.

...id lu a few tuiuutca

r Lilian & Co.

Chafing Dish
pr Minced a da:nty morsel to
your guest., tc .ire to are thatrrftale
your
lisU t
ippllKl with the
tel aramlma "Ivory"
cled food finu .ouDd only in Man
nins, Lowniau & Co. Chafing PUbca,
h

ta

c iafing

Jn

ron

BALE

Wagnet
Hardware Co.
Successors to Albuquerque Hardware
Co.

Fourth andRallroad Avenue

mm

EI jji

THE

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD

Dlimoads, WatclM, Jewelry, Cat JUm. Clocks. Silverware,
yoar trad and guaraaUe A SQUARE DEAL.

AVE
We lnTite

a

nuu nuiiVY

We handle the "Black Cat" stockings exclusively, because we found
thenv to be the most satisfactory
brand on the market in wear, fit an!
looks. Give them a trial and we are
sure you will agree with us.
All
sizes for men, women and children.
Prices range from 12V6c to 60c. C.
May's Shoe Store. 314 West Railroad
avenue.

Coming

"Out West."

LLUlIlhb, AKk THE BEST MADE."

vein of silver-lea- d
ore has been opened up by the Standard company on the Flying Eagle, in
Water canyon, says the Orogrande
limes.
This ore Is an excel tn grade of
galena, which runs well in both fell
ver and lead, and from it shipments
will shortly commence to the smel
ter.
The lead from which it Is being
taken Is all of eight feet in width,
and it is being drifted on both wavs.
to develop it in the quickest possible
eight-foo-

time.

ton.

SANTOS

Pl'MOXT

WILL

SKLL FAMOUS AIRSHIP.
New York, Mar. 1. The sale will

take place at the custom house th's
afternoon of the airship which San
tos Dumont exhibited at the St. Louts
exposition In 1904. As Is customary
with exhibits of this kind, a bond
was deposited with the customs au
thorities whereby the machine was
granted free entry for a period of six
months, at the expiration of which
time it was assumed the shin would
bo returned to France.
Such, how
ever, was not the case, and for some
reasons unknown to the customs officials the ship was stored in a ware
house in St. Louis at the close of
the exposition.
It remained there
until last week, when it was for
warded to this city, consigned t3
the seizure room at the appraisers
warehouse as abandoned merchan
dise.
It is expected that the ma
chine will be purchased by some o
the members of the Aero club.

We Carry the Largest Stock
ot New fianos Lvcr Shown
in This Territory.
SECOND HAND Pianos at
your own pricesalmost
SEE US before you buy

HATS!

Do It Today
Learnard
Established

1900

&

Soft and stiff styles---

the celebrated
Knox and Tiger Makes.

Lindemann,
206 W. Oold

Avcnnt

Genuine American block, per
ton
..$8.60
Cerrillos Lump
$8.50
Anthracite Nnt
$8.80
Anthracite mixed
$9.00
Anthracite, stove .and .furnace
sizes
$9.50
Clean Gaa Coke
$6.00
WOOD.
Green Mill Wood, per load. .. .$2.25

IV. H.

HAHN & CO.

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

lbs. Nice Extracted
Honey for
J1.00. Order by Postal.
W. P. Allen, Box 202, Albuquerque.

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

Between Railroad and Ccpptr A ve. , Tel. 74

STOVES, RANGES, ENAMELED
SADDLERY

bottle of chow chow, 1 bottle of
pickles and 1 bottle of chile
sauce for
2 cans of pie pears
Mince meat, per pkg
Cream of Wheat
Large pkg of oat flakes
Uallon can of catsup
Gal Jug of Worcestershire Sauce
California tomatoes
2 cans of soup

John Deere Flows and Implements

1

25c
25c
09c
16c
25c
40c
90c
10c
15c

T1IK MAZE.

Win. KII:KK, lToprlotor.
Was Camille a bad girl? She was
more sinned against than sinning.
JSveryDody should see "Camille" tonight.
Sarah Bernhardt's master
piece. 15, 25 and 35 cents.
Elks'
theater.
WIIITCOMU SPRINGS.
We will rent for the season the famous Whltcomb Springs property,
completely
M.
furnished.
John
Moore Realty Co.
Go see "Camille"
tonight.
See
what a woman will do for the man
she loves. A dollar attraction at
cheap prices 15, 25 and 35 cents.
Elks' theater.
DRS. HESS ft CLARK'S HEALING
POWDER CURES GALLS, CREASE
HEEL, CUTS, I'LCEHS, BURNS,
DOLENT
AND
SORES
OPEN
WOUNDS
OP EVERY DESCRIP- TIO.V.
LARGE
VARIETY
OF
REMEDIES FOR STOCK.
E. W. FEE,
oa SOUTH FIRST ST.
PHONE 16.

I.

"Out West," roaring comedy, by U.
club. Casino, Friday.
"Camille," the wayward girl. diss
with a broken heart tonight.

McCormick Mowers assd Repairs

ttittif it tiia

The horseshoers of Albuquer- que In general have decided on
a slight advance In horse-shoing, owing to an advance in the
price of material.
Beginning
with March 1.
e-

o
O

o
o

Wholesale and Rprail

HARDWARE
Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves,

BEST CLARKVILLE

LUMP
$8.50
BLOCK
$4.50 .

WOOD
Ltt your property with

502 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

Crawford

&

Jones

j 10 South Second St.
TICKETS
AND

Fittings-Ste-

am

and Water

SuppliesHose and Belting.
Stoves, Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.
Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stock, Blacksmith Supplies.

Moh Orders Solicited
I IT. mouth rirat mtr00t
IIS.4oi,
lie,4oa,
North rirmt

trt

T

Albuquerque. Ne

Mexico

T

tf

COAL
PER TON
BEST AMERICAN
PER TON

T

Winona Wagons

0o

N. M. Dramatic

R.R.

KITCHEN WARE, K05TLAN WASHING MACHINES
HARNESS

AOtNTB roR
Celebrated Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

doz. eggs
55c
of sugar for
$1.00
lbs. of soup crackers
15c
glaHses of strained honey
25c
17V4c grade of salmon in flat cans 15c

f
if

$3

HONEY

2

Y

$3 & $5

10

2
2

r r

Tiger Hats

Both Phones.

20 lbs.,

'

Knox Hats

SI'KCIAL SALK.

SATURDAY'S

il

m

See them for a correct showing of the Newest
and latest styles for spring 1907.

COAL

SUPRKMK COURT
DKt'IDKS AGAINST LIABILITY
Indianapolis. Mar. 1. The supreme
court today declared unconstitutional
the employers liability act, except
where it applies to railroads.
The opera house capacity will be
tested tonight to see "Camille.
Prices not advanced 15, 25 and 35
cents.

Live Men
BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

Association Offlco

Trtnsaolloos

T

3C

Home Insurance the Best
refrain from again jaylng something about Home Insurance.
Every time that the proposition presents Itself of the
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arizona for life Insurance to eastern cities, the conviction comes home with Increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain in the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money into Eastern channels when It can be placed In home insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
I Lis gratifying to note that home insurance I year by year receiving
more and more 1U Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of business written.
Why cannot this same record be made here? It can If
every individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value It is to keep his insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arlxona
Is owned and controlled by the leading business men of
the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell Its policies.
CANNOT

WE

Cuartutlooo

ROSENFIEID'S,

118

COLQVI&a

HALL
,

Address Home Office,

W. R. R, Ave.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVI RY SATURDAY NIGHT
At rum
Admljjon SCc

V

First Showing
of Spring

TODAY

IXDIAXA

For Spring Have Arrived

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

In the purchase of a Piano

I

This vein has been opened at a
depth of seventy feet.
The work of
unwatering the shaft continues stead
lly. As the water lowers the shaft
Is being repaired, new timbers put In
place, new ladders installed and the
shaft prepared for work.
This same grade of ore, it is said
was opened by the former owners, all
the way to the bottom of the shaft, a
depth of something like 240 feet, at
wnich point a station Is to be cut and
a level sent out both ways on the
ore.
The shaft Is to be sunk another
hundred feet.
The work of unwatering and
the shaft proceeds steadily,
and when it has all been completed
a plant of machinery Is to be In
st illed on the property.
Mr. Rubey brought In some ore
f r m the shaft the other day that
runs 1.200 ounces of silver to the

In Our Window and in Our Store
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John S. Beaven

John B. Stetson Hats of all kinds on display.

On Display and Sale

B

We can save you money
An

New Stiff Hats
$3X)0

r

EAGLE

BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
12.25 AND $2.75
FOR

Young's Nobby Shapes for Young Men

,

Believe Us

VEIN

EIGHT-FO- OT

PERSONAL
Cnrl Hopping nnd family hnvc re
In
sojourn
turned from a year's
southern California.
Attorney W. B. Chllders returned
supreme
last nlRht from attending
court Ht Siinta Fe.
M. H. Wood, one of the represents
tlve citizens of Golden, N. M., Is In
Albuquerque on business.
Mrs. Anna Hauck Is In Albuqur- qtie from her home In Gallup on A
shopping trip.
W. R. Hrown, general freight and
pnssetiger agent for the Snnta Ke In
the district of the southwest. Is In the
city from Kl I'aso.
Judge Ira A. Abbott returned i'.t
noon today from Santa Fe on the
'flyer. He will be at the HernallllJ
county court house at in o clock tomorrow morning fur the transaction
of court business.
E. It. I.pK dopot advertising agent
for the Santa Fe, experts to go to
Santa Fe tonight, accompanied by
his mother and sister.
After a short
visit to the Ancient City they will go
to southern California.
W. V. Kelly, of 4 1 1 Kast llallroaJ
avenue, has returned to the city after
a pleasant two weeks
visit with
friends at Sunnyslde, N. M.
Mr.
p.M
Kelly reports
cold
weather
through southern New Mexico.
Col. M. H. Wood, the mining man,
is In the city from Golden. The col
onel says that Golden is getting to be
the real thing In the way of mining
and business. "There isn't a prospect in the camp that is not feeling
ine pica mese aays," said Col. Wood.
Miss Kitty Trosarell, the
daughter of Joseph Trosarell, a
wen Known Italian citizen of Gallup,
died of complications last night In
the Highlands. Her father was with
her when the end camp.
The body
will be shipped to Gallup this evening for burial.
Another big crowd greeted
the
Hollingsworth Twins nt the Elks' opera house last night. Using the words
of one of the audience as he was
leaving the house after the performance "Nothing to it; the kids are
there with the goods." "Camile" is
the bill tonight.
The Albuquerque High school defeated the Central school team In a
game of base ball yesterday afternoon
by a score of 10 to 2. Hatterles
and Warner; McGolt and I,apant.
Adah Chapter No. 5, O. K. S., this
evening nt 7:30. Business of Importance. By order of worthy matron.
Laura Flulte, secretary.
Adolphus Busch ,the St. Louis
brewer, passed through the city yesterday in his palatial private
ca",
"Adolphus," attached to train No. 2,
returning east from spending G13
winter at Pasadena, Cal.,
at his
country villa.
Mr. Busch was confined to his car, flat of his back, with
pneumonia.
Mnolderlng ashes caused a Blight
blase in an outbuilding in the rear
or 413 south Arno street Bhortly afte
9 o clock last night.
The fire wat
extinguished by the department aft3r
some difficulty. The estimated dam
age is
Frank Georges owns
property, which is occupied by G. thi
M.
Cham plon.
A Canyon City, Colo., paper says
that Col. D. K. B. Sellers was among
the speakers at a business men'4
banquet given at that place.
The
same paper also contains a half-pag- e
add by the Canyon City Realty Co.,
D. K. B. Hellers, general
manager,
selling 200 beautlrul residence loU.
Just like the colonel.
Fred Kemp, traveling Bales agent
for the Morey Grocery company, has
called a meeting of base ball inclined
clerks to be held in Dr. Rice's office
in the Barnett building.
The
of the meeting is prophsled to result
be a
rejuvlnation of "Morey's Solitars,"
a
base ball team that cut some little ice
last season in local base ball circles.
Considerable interest is being displayed among the Lady Maccabees in
the meeting which is scheduled to
take place at Odd Fellows' hall tomorrow afternoon.
The feature of
the meeting will be the presence
of
Deputy Supreme Commander
Lady
M. Wright, who Is In the city from
Los Angeles. A short reception will
be held and after the meeting
refreshments will be served.
Baker Van Zandt, representing
Blake. Mofflt & Towne, wholesale paper dealers of Los Angeles, is spending the day In Albuquerque.
Mr.
Blake says that the firm of Steward
& Vorhes are publishing
breezy
a
newspaper at Redondo, Cal., and doing a very profitable printing
business. The senior member of this firm
Is John Steward and the Junior member Is James Vorhes, both former
Albuquerque boys.
II. L. Miles, of Wichita. Kan., arrived In Albuquerque this morning
from California
and points west,
where he has bee
for the past two weeks.
Mr. Miles
uvea in Albuquerque
twenty-fiv- e
years ago.
At that time he was
chief clerk to William Nixon, Albuquerque agent for the Santa Fe.
Since leaving here Mr. Miles has quit
railroading and gone Into the bridge
contracting business.
He was
ing hands with old friends out atshakthe
Bernalillo county court house this
afternoon.
He will depart for nil
home this evening.

EVENING CmZEK.

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

DANCING SCHOOL
Ltdies Free
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